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Abstract 
This study examines environmental behavior and how it is associated with environmental 
attitudes and location within the urban setting. This study contains one primary research 
question: To what extent are environmentally significant behaviors predicted by individuals’ 
pro-environmental attitudes and geographic location? Specifically, the analysis focuses on 
three main behavioral components: diet, travel, and consumption of goods. This study uses 
descriptive statistics and regression analysis, utilizing data from a SoftGIS survey to answer 
research questions, supplemented by a comprehensive literature review in similar topics. The 
survey, conducted by the supervisors of this thesis, has been sent out to 6.000 people in the 
greater Reykjavik area, from which 780 responses were provided, paralleling a similar data 
collection in Finland. The results of the analysis align with much of the existing literature. 
Individuals that express a higher level of environmental concern generally make more eco-
friendly choices in regard to diet or consumption of goods, although this is demonstrated 
differently depending on the distance of the individual from the city center. When it comes to 
leisure travel, this consistency fades away and there remains an attitude-behavior gap. This 
study provides insight using Icelandic data into the links between environmental attitudes, 
habits, and locations within the capital region. This survey is the first of its kind in Iceland, 
and will therefore provide further insight into the future of Reykjavik’s city planning. This will 
contribute to both the general understanding of environmental impacts as well as the 
opportunities for creating truly sustainable cities that account for all aspects of people's lives. 

 





 

Útdráttur 
Þessi rannsókn kannar umhverfishegðun og hvernig slík hegðun tengist umhverfisviðhorfum 
og staðsetningu í þéttbýli. Í rannsókninni er ein höfuðrannsóknarspurning: Að hversu miklu 
leyti er hægt að spá fyrir um þýðingarmikla hegðun á umhverfi útfrá jákvæðum 
umhverfisviðhorfum og landfræðilegri staðsetningu einstaklinga? Greiningin einbeitir sér 
sérstaklega að þremur aðal hegðunarþáttum: mataræði, ferðamáta og vöruneyslu. Í 
rannsókninni er notast við lýsandi tölfræði og þarfagreiningu, þar sem gögn úr SoftGIS 
könnun eru nýttar til að svara rannsóknarspurningum, ásamt yfirgripsmiklu ritrýndu lesefni um 
svipuð viðfangsefni. Könnunin, sem framkvæmd var af leiðbenendum þessarar lokaritgerðar, 
var send til 6000 manns á höfuðborgarsvæðinu. 780 svör bárust sem samsvarar svipaðri 
gagnasöfnun frá Finnlandi. Niðurstöður greiningarinnar stemma við mikið af lesefni sem er nú 
þegar til staðar. Einstaklingar sem hafa meiri áhyggjur af umhverfismálum velja almennt 
umhverfisvænni leiðir þegar kemur að mataræði og vöruneyslu, þó að þetta sýni sig á 
mismunandi hátt eftir því hversu langt einstaklingur býr frá miðborginni. Þegar kemur að 
ferðamáta hverfur þetta samræmi og eftir stendur viðhorfs-hegðunar bil. Þessi rannsókn notast 
við íslensk gögn til að veita innsýn í hvernig tengslin á milli umhverfisviðhorfa, venja og 
staðsetninga á höfuðborgarsvæðinu er háttað. Þessi rannsókn er fyrsta sinnar tegundar á Íslandi 
og mun þess vegna útvega enn frekari innsýn inn í framtíð borgarskipulags Reykjavíkur. Mun 
þetta bæta við almennan skilning á umhverfisáhrifum sem og stuðla að frekari tækifærum til 
að skapa raunverulega sjálfbærar borgir sem taka alla þætti í mannlegu lífi með í reikninginn. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter will introduce readers to the subjects underlying this study and the framework in 
which it stands. First, a background section will cover the central themes discussed in the 
subsequent chapters. Then, the research questions will be laid out, for which the data analysis 
aims to provide conclusions. Finally, the scope and limitations will outline the depth of the 
study and the factors that inhibit it. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Climate Change 

In 2016, the Earth permanently surpassed the 400 parts per million (ppm) threshold of 
greenhouse gases, regarded by many scientists as beyond the “safe zone” for the climate 
(Jones, 2017). This figure measures carbon dioxide in the atmosphere in parts per million and 
has been drastically increasing since the industrial revolution, at which point the gases are 
estimated to have been 280 ppm (Jones, 2017). This figure is one way to measure the impact 
of human development on the Earth and the consequent changes in climate. 

Climate change describes the global effect of greenhouse gas emissions created by human 
industry. When gases such as carbon dioxide and methane (among others) are released into the 
atmosphere, they cause a greenhouse effect in which they trap heat within the atmosphere that 
leads to an overall warming of the globe (Mitchell, 1989). The primary sources of these 
emissions are in the burning of fossil fuels, the animal agriculture industry, and land use 
change - primarily in the form of deforestation. As the globe continues to warm, the Earth 
experiences a multitude of consequences. These include rising sea levels, increased frequency 
of storms and hurricanes, droughts, flooding, and countless other consequences that threaten 
the existence of humans and other species (McCarthy et. al., 2001). This results in changes to 
soil, water, and animal systems (IPCC, 2014). While local and international initiatives are 
striving to mitigate these impacts, climate change continues at an alarming rate. 

1.1.2 Urbanization  

Emissions grow as global populations become more developed and industrialized. 
Simultaneously, the world is becoming increasingly urbanized. In 1950, just 30% of the global 
population resided in urban areas. This figure has risen to 54% in 2014 (United Nations, 
2014). With the projected continuation of urbanization and the ongoing threats of climate 
change, sustainability initiatives are focusing on cities. 
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The assumption has long been that a higher density city results in a more sustainable city. The 
argument here is that individuals living within a dense urban environment have access to most 
of their needs at a short distance, with the possibility to walk or take public transport for all 
daily activities (Norman et. al., 2006; Dodman, 2009). Additionally, dense urban environments 
lead to smaller living spaces, less direct land-use change, and less infrastructure needs. Recent 
studies have suggested that this relationship may not be as straightforward, with urban 
environments having indirect environmental impacts. 

While emissions from certain sources, such as housing emissions or daily travel, may be 
smaller within a dense urban environment, there are a few factors that swing the balance the 
other way. Individuals within urban settings have been shown to have a higher level of 
consumption when it comes to material goods, which account for a larger set of emissions if a 
life-cycle assessment is performed, meaning both direct and indirect emissions are included 
(Ala-Mantila et. al., 2014; Heinonen et. al. 2013). Certain locations within the urban setting 
tend to be more consumption-oriented. When living within a denser area, there are more 
opportunities for material consumption and less for non-monetary activities. At the same time, 
housing takes a lower level of consumption due to smaller living spaces and shared services. 
Furthermore, while those living within a dense city center may account for fewer greenhouse 
gas emissions on a daily basis, their regional and international travel can negate these 
emissions savings. Some studies have shown that those living in a dense environment, 
particularly those without access to adequate green space, are much more likely to travel 
greater distances for leisure, although this specific point is still contested in current studies 
(Holz-Rau, 2014; Holden and Norland, 2005). 

When examining greenhouse gas emissions on a holistic level, it is clear that individuals living 
in an urban setting have a much larger ecological footprint than is seen on a surface level. 
Embedded environmental impacts exist within every product and service - the emissions 
relating to production, transport, and disposal of items available within city limits. For this 
reason, life-cycle assessments allow for a deeper and more accurate examination of 
greenhouse gas emissions, which results in a better comparison between individuals. 

1.1.3 Individual Environmental Impact 

Individual choices affect both the personal environmental footprint and consequently that of 
the entire community. For the purpose of this study, an individual’s environmental impact can 
be broken down into four categories, each of which is a substantial factor in their footprint. 
These can be categorized as: diet, or food consumption; travel including daily, regional, and 
long-distance leisure trips; housing, which includes household size and resource use; and 
finally, consumption of services and material goods such as clothing and electronics, among 
others. 

There are many sectors responsible for climate change. Transport, however, accounts for an 
increasing portion of global greenhouse gas emissions. According the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), transport was responsible for 14% of global 
emissions in 2010 (EPA, 2010). This figure is relatively low considering the low share in 
developing countries. Looking at the global North yields more dramatic results, with 
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transportation accounting for 25.8% and 28% in Europe and the United States, respectively 
(European Environment Agency, 2017; EPA, 2017). The impact of transport on the 
environment has grown immensely in recent decades with the rise of aircraft and private 
vehicle use. In a report from the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
total transport emissions rose from 2.8 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (gt CO2-eq) in 
1970 to 7.0 gt CO2-eq in 2010 (Sims et. al., 2014). 

This sector includes the total emissions from road, air, and marine transport, including 
infrastructure but primarily concerning the fossil fuel burning used for gasoline and diesel 
fuels (EPA, 2017). In this very recent history, transportation has become responsible for over a 
substantial portion of global emissions and therefore an increased concern regarding climate 
change. On an individual level, travel emissions can be separated into different categories: 
first, the daily travel emissions, meaning the transport type and commute time that individuals 
have; second, leisure travel, both regionally and internationally, that often includes flying or 
driving longer distances. Both of these have a strong impact on the carbon footprint of 
individuals. 

Second only to transport, food and agriculture have a massive impact on global ecosystems, 
especially in regard to animal products. Currently, approximately 70% of total agricultural 
land is dedicated to the production of livestock for products such as meat, dairy, and eggs 
(Steinfeld et. al., 2006). The methane emissions from livestock is primarily what makes meat 
such a greenhouse gas intensive industry. Furthermore, land use change is a critical factor in 
livestock farming, one which is often overlooked when calculating direct emissions. While 
overall global consumption of meat is on the rise, choosing a low- or no- meat diet is 
spreading fast as an accepted lifestyle (Business Wire, 2017). Although there are many reasons 
to choose reduced meat consumption, these diets are heavily correlated with an individual’s 
attitudes and behaviors regarding the environment. Those with a stronger concern for the 
environment are more likely to follow a vegetarian or vegan diet. Whatever the motivation, 
reducing meat consumption has been found to drastically decrease the emissions and land use 
of an individual (Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016; Scarborough et. al., 2014; 
Aleksandrowicz, et. al., 2016; Baroni, et. al., 2007). 

According to the International Energy Outlook report from 2010, 20% of global energy 
consumption is used in buildings (Energy Information Administration, 2010). This includes 
both commercial and residential housing, but suggests that there is potential for immense 
reductions in emissions on an individual basis when it comes to energy use. Depending on the 
region, the environmental impact of housing takes many forms. Individuals use heating, lights, 
water, and appliances that all use resources that take an environmental toll. Housing type, 
housing size, and climate are all factors that may influence the amount of energy used within 
an individual household. 

Although seemingly less direct in terms of energy consumption, individuals use products and 
services each day that have a severe environmental impact. Whether it is purchasing new 
clothing, electronics, furniture, or other material goods, this sector certainly adds to the overall 
footprint of an individual. The materials and source of these products can vary the level of 
energy and land use required to produce it - whether it is new or secondhand, and the 
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frequency of purchases. In this way, individual consumption has an impact on personal 
environmental footprints as well as the contribution to overall emissions. However, there is a 
lack of existing data on the amount of emissions caused by the consumption of specific 
products. One recent study looked at consumption-based CO2 emissions, indicating that nearly 
a quarter of global emissions were traded in the form of goods between nations (Davis and 
Caldeira, 2010). 

Individuals behave differently in different types of urban forms, which yields distinct results in 
their personal greenhouse gas emissions. While those in the city center may use private 
vehicles less frequently, they tend to consume more in other forms of products and services 
(Heinonen et. al. 2013). Overall, the ways that individuals exhibit their environmentally 
significant behaviors differ depending on their location. 

Aside from geographical location, and the consumption and pastime opportunities it provides, 
the environmental attitudes of individuals also impact their behavior in various ways across 
urban settings. The individual mindsets of residents affect the ways in which they consume 
products and services. People with higher environmental consciousness may have a tendency 
to behave in more sustainable ways, but only to a certain degree and only in regard to certain 
behaviors (Alcock et. al., 2017; Lorenzoni et. al., 2007). Further, this can differ based on the 
person’s location - whether in a dense urban center or in the suburban sprawl, individual 
attitudes are translated into diverse lifestyles. 

1.1.4 This Study 

This thesis examines the relationships between sociodemographic variables, environmental 
attitudes, and behaviors related to GHG impact. Using a multi-faceted analysis can develop a 
better understanding of the environmental impacts of individuals living in various parts of the 
urban region - from the urban center to the suburban outskirts.  

The questions explored in this study aim to provide a deeper insight into the lived experiences 
of urban residents and of the true differences between different built environments. This study 
uses the capital region of Reykjavik to assess these results. The survey from which the data is 
derived uses a softGIS approach to understand the attitudes and behaviors of residents across 
different types of urban forms. This breaks new ground both in Iceland and the greater 
research community. It is the first such study in Iceland, examining the behaviors of 
individuals within the city of Reykjavik. It furthermore contributes to the growing 
conversation of urban consumption and the attitude-behavior connection. 

The following thesis is broken down into five chapters. First, the particular research questions 
are laid out along with the limitations of the study; then, the methodology behind this study; 
section 3 includes a comprehensive literature review on the existing academic work that serve 
as the pillars for this study; in section 4, the results are compiled along with a discussion; 
finally, there are brief conclusions and recommendations. 
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1.2 Research problem and research questions 

There is extensive literature on the urban environmental impact, with case studies across the 
world discussing urbanization and climate change. However, there is a gap in knowledge in 
the questions explored above, specifically aimed at life-cycle and consumption-based 
accounting of environmental impact. There remain unanswered questions regarding the 
behavior of individuals across urban zones. Furthermore, the environmental attitudes of 
residents are missing from many studies, particularly when researching the location-specific 
impact of individuals. For this reason, this study focuses on one broad research question, with 
more specific focal sub-questions. 

To what extent are environmentally significant behaviors predicted by individuals’ 
pro-environmental attitudes and geographic location? 

○ Which variables are correlated with individuals’ dietary choices in regard to 
meat consumption? Are sociodemographic variables, pro-environmental 
attitude or behaviors, or geographic location useful measures of association? 

○ How does an individual’s pro-environmental attitude, behavior, and geographic 
location relate to emissions caused by long-distance travel? 

○ How do sociodemographic variables, environmental attitudes, and 
environmentally significant behaviors help predict the level of consumption and 
mitigation in regard to clothing and waste? 

This study explores four aspects of Reykjavik residents’ lives: dietary choices, housing, 
consumption of goods, and travel behavior. Examining the correlations between these 
behaviors, environmental attitude, and geographic location will shed some light on the 
questions above. This approach will develop increased knowledge on the ways in which 
environmental attitude translates into behavior on an individual basis. It examines the gap 
between attitude and action. It will furthermore expand knowledge on the differences between 
urban settings and the estimated environmental impacts of living within specific urban forms. 

1.3 Scope and limitation 

This research focuses on a case study of Iceland’s capital region of Reykjavik, using 
quantitative data from a city-wide survey. Individuals from different geographical realms 
within the greater Reykjavik area completed the survey on which this study is grounded. 

As with any research scope, there are many variables in play. As with any complex case study, 
one cannot always be certain that the results reflect the true relationship. For example, perhaps 
those in the central pedestrian zone are all young single individuals, and travel more for this 
reason rather than due to the zone itself. Control variables were established to mitigate this 
concern, with all the relationships being examined within the data sets. The representation of 
the sample has certain limitations, namely that it includes only individuals aged 25-40 and 
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lacks some aspects of environmentally-harming practices. The limited age grouping is useful 
in controlling for age and generational changes, yet is limiting in the ability to develop 
generalized conclusions. 

Case study research has inherent limitations in that it reflects just one example at one given 
point, and can therefore not be generalized to a larger population (Hodkinson and Hodkinson, 
2001). However, case studies retain important significance. They demonstrate the “lived 
realities” of a subject group, providing qualitative and quantitative data on real-life 
experiences. This data can then be applied to the theoretical framework to either strengthen or 
dismantle the scientific understanding of a topic (Hodkinson and Hodkinson, 2001). The 
limitations of a case study are partially mitigated in this instance due to its counterpart study in 
Finland. These two case studies are so similar in design, methodology, and research scopes 
that they each serve to strengthen the other. Rather than providing a single example, the data 
allows for comparison and deeper understanding of the lived realities of two urban 
environments. Applying similar questions to both studies adds an additional significance to the 
results.
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2 Literature review 
There exists extensive literature on the impact of urban forms on the environment and the 
relationship between individual attitudes and behaviors. In this literature review, the focus will 
remain on three subsections that directly relate to this study. First, the environmental impact of 
diet behavior regarding meat consumption. Then, how local and long-distance travel relate to 
the environment and individual lifestyles. And last, a focus on individual consumption of 
goods, particularly waste and clothing. These sectors of existing academic work serve as the 
grounds for this study and the backdrop on which the data is analyzed. 

2.1 Diet 

2.1.1 Environmental Harm 

Globally, food production and agriculture are responsible for a quarter of total greenhouse gas 
emissions, making our food one of the primary contributors to climate change (Tilman and 
Clark, 2014). Meat production alone accounts for 14.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions 
and 30% of total biodiversity loss around the world (Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016). 
Therefore, food production must be one of the primary focuses of improving human 
environmental impacts, and animal agriculture is at the center of this struggle. The diets that 
individuals choose have a severe impact on their personal environmental footprint, and on the 
overall food systems that are causing such a strain on the Earth’s ecosystems. 

2.1.2 Diet Behavior 

In recent years, the amount of people following low- or no- meat diets have increased 
immensely. One report claims that in just three years, since 2014, the number of American 
vegans has gone from 1% to 6%, and that 44% (up from 26%) of people in Germany are 
following a low-meat diet (Business Wire, 2017). Especially in developed nations, it has 
become much more accepted to follow a vegetarian or vegan diet. 

Worldwide, however, meat consumption continues to rise. Richer nations tend to consume 
more meat; therefore, as incomes increase around the world, so does the consumption of meat 
(Tilman and Clark, 2014). In nearly every nation, meat consumption is on the rise, with the 
current model of development leading to increased consumption of animal products. Countries 
such as China, South Korea, and Japan are continuing in this trend, as their overall meat 
consumption increased drastically since the second half of the 20th century (Popkin, 1994). 
This trend does not seem to be slowing down. In 2003, one study predicted that developing 
nations will increase their meat consumption by 107 million metric tons by 2020 (Delgado, 
2003). These alarming rates indicate that although lowering meat consumption has become 
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more culturally normative, it is on a much smaller scale than the overall increase of 
consumption on a global scale. 

Reasons for reducing meat consumption vary, but no matter the motivation, the action has a 
positive effect on the environment. Many are directly influenced to change their behavior by 
the environmental aspect, while for others it is a side effect. Other reasons for eliminating or 
lowering consumption of animal products relate to: personal health, as excess meat 
consumption is connected to heart disease and cancer; ethical reasons, as consumers become 
increasingly frustrated with the treatment of animals, especially in industrial factory farms; 
and many other personal reasons, often associated with economic, cultural, or religious 
constraints (Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016). Whatever the initial motivation, the positive 
environmental impact still holds true. 

The current academic literature uses a variety of systems for classifying diet behaviors. Each 
study has defined diet categories in various ways, ranging from pescatarians to a 
Mediterranean diet to comparing their local diet traditions (Scarborough et. al., Baroni et. al.). 
Some studies use “flexitarian” as a term to define people who consciously reduce meat 
consumption, but do not cut it out completely (O'Riordan and Stoll-Kleemann, 2015; Stoll-
Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016). Many studies, although they may not use the term 
“flexitarian”, do include a category of individuals that practice a reduced meat diet, such as 
“semi-vegetarian” (Cooney, 2013). The more common terms are also used in mainstream 
society: vegetarian describes an individual who has cut out all meat consumption; pescatarians 
continue to eat seafood but no other meat or poultry; and vegan is used to describe someone 
who has cut out all animal products, including meat, seafood, dairy, and eggs. Consistently, 
omnivore is the term used to describe a person with no dietary limitations related to animal 
products. 

2.1.3 Reducing Consumption 

Time and time again, studies demonstrate that plant-based diets reduce the environmental 
impact by a staggering degree (Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016; Scarborough et. al., 2014; 
Aleksandrowicz, et. al., 2016; Baroni, et. al., 2007). It is one of the most influential things an 
individual can do to reduce their carbon footprint. The results vary in the exact amount of 
reduced environmental impact, due to the nature of the data collection. However, each of the 
studies discussed below show that a decrease in meat consumption leads to a lower carbon 
footprint, water consumption, and land use. Diets vary and consequently their impacts, but 
each study suggests that lower meat consumption leads to a reduction of land use and 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

One study demonstrated that switching to a vegetarian diet could reduce the individual’s 
emissions by 55% (Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016). Another study completed in the UK 
showed the contrast between both ends of the spectrum. A high-meat diet lead to 2.5 times 
more emissions than a vegan diet (Scarborough et. al., 2014). Yet another study examined 
three categories of impact: greenhouse gas emissions, land use, and water use. Most of the 
results were consistent: vegan diets indicated reduced emissions of 45% and vegetarian diets 
by 31%; land use was decreased by 55% for vegans and 51% for vegetarians. More 
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surprisingly, vegetarian diets decreased water use by 37% while vegan diets actually had a 
slight increase in water use (Aleksandrowicz, et. al., 2016). This is most likely due to the 
water-intensive nature of nut production, which accounts for a large portion of dairy 
substitutes. 

One study took an extra step in measuring environmental impacts of different diets. While 
looking at animal versus plant based diets, the researchers also included organic versus 
conventional farming methods. As could be predicted, the meat-based diets and conventional 
farming had a far larger environmental impact than the opposite. This study took into account 
emissions, land use, and ozone impact. Most importantly, they used a life-cycle assessment 
approach to achieve these results. This is important because it takes into account all the 
impacts which are often hidden from studies, using a holistic approach that includes the 
footprint from start to finish (Baroni et. al., 2007). 

Of course, different food items have drastically different environmental impacts. However, the 
focus here is on overall diets in order to apply this to the data analyzed in the survey. Even 
among animal food products, there is a wide scope of environmental impacts. For example, 
beef and lamb are the highest contributor of greenhouse gas emissions, with each kilogram 
accounting for approximately 39 and 27 kg of CO2 equivalents, respectively. On the other 
hand, fish and poultry have a much lower carbon footprint (Hamerschlag and Venkat, 2011). 
While this is not the focus here, it is critical to note that the type of food has a strong impact 
on the environment. For one example, trawling seafood has three times more emissions than 
non-trawling seafood (Tilman and Clark, 2014). This type of distinction was not necessarily 
taken into account in many of these studies. This should certainly be clarified in future data 
collection. For example, comparing a person who eats conventional industrial beef versus 
someone who consumes non-trawling seafood is far different than comparing someone who 
eats local organic beef versus trawled seafood. The beef may still be higher but the results 
would be different and this must be explicit in the findings of each study. 

Even with the differences between specific food items, it is evident that reduced meat 
consumption, or an overall plant-based diet, has a drastic impact in lowering greenhouse gas 
emissions and land use. Although many other factors come into play, such as travel behaviors, 
diet remains one of the largest factors in an individual’s environmental footprint. 

2.1.4 Motive and Demographics 

The motivations of vegans and vegetarians have been studied at length, with many sharing 
similar findings. While many individuals indicate health and ethics as their primary reason for 
following a vegan or vegetarian diet, very few state environmental concern as a principle 
motive. In two separate studies, only one participant claimed ecology as a leading concern 
(Ward and Fox, 2008; Beardsworth and Keil, 1992). In another study, only 5.8% of 
individuals stated the ecological reason as their initial motive in changing their diet (Rozin et. 
al., 1997). However, that being said, these same studies found their participants agreeing with 
the environmental reasoning. While they may not be primary causes of choosing this lifestyle, 
many agreed with the statements and listed environmentalism as a secondary reason or 
combined it with a moral basis (Ward and Fox, 2008; Beardsworth and Keil, 1992; Rozin et. 
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al., 1997). With the rapid increase of vegetarianism and veganism in recent years, there is 
certainly room for further studies analyzing the motivations and ideologies of individuals 
practicing these diets. 

A survey of Dutch participants regarding meat consumption and climate change found some 
level of correlation between attitude and behavior. When comparing avoidance of meat eating 
with a care for nature, the correlation yielded a result of .21. Similarly, participants were asked 
if they understood that reducing meat consumption had a positive impact on the environment. 
The individuals who had a higher familiarity with the concept were more likely to avoid meat 
products. The correlation between these two variables was .17 (de Boer et. al., 2012). 

The distribution of vegetarians across various demographics is still a contested topic. One 
study stated that age, gender, and education had no direct correlation with the likelihood of 
being a vegetarian (Dietz et. al., 1995). However, a study with 13,000 participants 
demonstrated that those aged 20-29 were far more likely to be vegetarians than any other age 
group (Haddad and Tanzman, 2003). In his book Veganomics, Nick Cooney claims that 
women are 2-3 times more likely to be vegetarians than men, citing multiple studies that show 
a wide range of results, all with women taking a larger share of vegetarian participants 
(Cooney, 2013). Another study indicated that variables such as gender, age, and education did 
not influence the rate of vegetarians (Dietz et. al., 1995). This case seems to be an outlier 
within the literature, but suggests that there is still an overall lack in data between 
demographics and environmental attitude as it correlates with the dietary choices of 
individuals. 

2.1.5 Geographic Location 

Some studies have suggested that individuals following a reduced-meat diet tend to live in 
denser urban areas (Potts and White, 2008; Hoek, 2004). The study by Hoek and others (2004) 
indicated that vegetarians tend to cluster in more urbanized areas as compared to omnivores. 
Another study similarly found that those in urban areas are more likely to have diverse dietary 
restrictions such as vegetarianism, possibly attributed to cultural diversity (Tucker, 2014). In 
one survey, those in urban areas had a more positive approach to animal welfare than their 
rural counterparts (Ohlendorf et al., 2002). Although this study didn’t directly address dietary 
patterns, it does point to an underlying motive of those who choose a reduced-meat diet. It can 
be extrapolated from this that if urban areas have a higher share of those who care for animal 
welfare, there is also a higher share of vegetarians or vegans. Other studies have similarly 
demonstrated that ethical considerations of animal welfare are higher in more urbanized 
regions (Vander Mey et. al., 1998; Kendall, 2006). This higher level of positive attitude is one 
reason why vegetarians and vegans may cluster in more urbanized areas. 

There are many other reasons why this may be so. Some are due to easier access to diverse 
foods, particularly vegetarian options. Others may be influenced by a diverse worldview or a 
higher education which allows for the understanding of the environmental and ethical 
concerns of animal agriculture and consumption. However, there is a lack of literature that 
measures the geographic location of dietary patterns in regard to meat consumption.  
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2.2 Travel 

2.2.1 Emissions 

Transport is one of the largest contributors to anthropogenic climate change. This sector 
includes: roads used by private vehicles, public transport, and the shipping of goods; railways 
used by cargo and passenger trains; freight and passenger boats; and domestic and 
international aviation. While a substantial portion of this is used to transport goods, it is still 
heavily impacted by individual use for work and leisure travel. Passenger transport accounts 
for over half of total energy use from transportation (Sims et. al., 2014). 

Both specifically in Iceland and more broadly in Europe, road transportation is by far the 
largest contributor to domestic transport emissions. The distribution of emissions from each 
domestic transport sector can be seen in the chart below, created from data by the European 
Environment Agency (Figure 1). Emissions from road vehicles constitute by far the largest 
share of greenhouse gases, having grown immensely in the past few decades. In Iceland, this 
increase is at an even higher rate (European Environment Agency, 2017). Total emissions 
from transportation have increased drastically, rising from 2.8 GT of CO2 equivalent in 1970 
to 7.0 GT of CO2 equivalent in 2010 (Sims et. al., 2014). These figures visualize the domestic 
transport emissions, so the international aspect is missing, which would show different results. 
However, since Iceland is an island, the domestic aspect is critical. 

 

Figure 1 Direct domestic emissions for Iceland (left) and Europe (right) from different travel 
modes (European Environment Agency, 2017). 

On an individual level, different transport types have varying degrees of impact on the 
environment. This is shown in the table below, created from data by the EU’s European 
Environmental Agency. Although they carry many passengers, the average aircraft (with 
average distance and occupancy) accounts for 285 grams of carbon dioxide per passenger 
kilometer, by far the largest environmental footprint in the transport sector.  On the other end 
of the spectrum, trains account for only 14 grams of CO2. Personal vehicles can range from 
42-55 grams if four seats are used, or 104-158 grams if used individually (European 
Environmental Agency, 2016). The ranges depend on the fuel economy of the specific vehicle. 
As demonstrated by the figures, individuals’ impact through transport is highest when flying 
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or using individual vehicles. It is important when examining transportation emissions to be 
clear on which factors are included in the calculations. When using a life-cycle analysis, it is 
not simply the combustion emissions that is included, but also vehicle production as well as 
infrastructure construction and maintenance that account for a part of the overall emissions. 

Table 1 CO2 emissions from passenger transport (European Environmental Agency, 2016). 

Transport mode Number of passengers Emissions (grams CO2 / passenger km) 

Train 156 14 

Small vehicle 4 42 

Large vehicle 4 55 

Bus 12.7 68 

Motorcycle 1.2 72 

Small vehicle 1.5 104 

Large vehicle 1.5 158 

Aircraft 88 285 

 

2.2.2 Local Travel 

As global populations become condensed in large cities, daily local travel becomes a critical 
factor in overall environmental impact. According to a recent study by the U.N. 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 40% of global transport emissions are 
generated in cities (Sims et. al., 2014). As people travel for work, studies, or leisure activities, 
they may use various types of transport modes. It has been indicated through various studies 
that individuals in a denser urban center have lower local travel emissions, implying that they 
rely on low-emissions transport modes such as walking, bicycling, or public transport like 
buses and trains. Those in a less dense suburban neighborhood have higher emissions due to 
daily car use (Maat and de Vries, 2016; Holz-Rau, 2014). While less dense areas yield higher 
emissions from daily car use, denser urban areas promote the use of cycling, walking, or 
public transport as primary means of daily transportation (Reichert et. al., 2016). 

2.2.3 Long-distance Travel 

As previously discussed, aircraft transport is responsible for the highest amount of per capita 
emissions (European Environmental Agency, 2016). Especially in Iceland, where planes are 
necessary for leaving the island, aircrafts account for a large portion of long-distance 
transportation. Although there have been some improvements in fuel efficiency, aviation 
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remains a serious contributor to climate change, especially with the rapid growth of the sector 
(Chapman, 2007). 

Research has indicated a difference in transport emissions between urban forms, with studies 
comparing travel habits between dense urban environments and their suburban counterparts. In 
one Norwegian study, it was the less dense suburban areas that demonstrated the highest 
energy use, due to high use of energy for housing and everyday travel. However, those in 
urban areas use by far the most energy for leisure travel, bringing the total energy use nearly 
equal to that of the suburban and rural areas (Holden and Norland, 2005). There have been 
numerous studies testing a similar hypothesis, with slight variation in the results (Maat and de 
Vries, 2016; Holz-Rau, 2014). 

Overall, most studies suggest that a dense urban environment may result in less daily transport 
emissions but leads to more leisure travel (Maat and de Vries, 2016; Holz-Rau, 2014). In fact, 
greenhouse gas emissions from flying can offset the emissions saved from living in dense 
urban areas (Ottelin et. al., 2014). One study refuted this; in Norway and Denmark, it seemed 
that denser living environment did not lead to more regional travel, although the definitions of 
regional and long-distance differ between studies. In this case, they retained the analysis that 
number of flights was correlated with density around residential location (Naess, 2009). A 
recent study in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area suggested similar results as studies by Holz-
Rau and others, in which urban zones had a strong impact on international travel emissions. 
Although participants in the pedestrian zones were responsible for lower local emissions, they 
had a much higher rate of emissions from long-distance leisure travel. Individuals in car-
oriented zones had an inverse relationship, with higher daily travel emissions but less long-
distance travel (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018). 

There are a multitude of reasons why individuals in dense urban centers have higher emissions 
of leisure travel. For one, there may be other factors, such as education or income, that groups 
individuals in the urban center, as indicated in the aforementioned studies. However, these 
variables have largely been controlled for in these particular studies. On a different note, 
individuals in the center may have less daily spending on things such as car use, meaning that 
they have more disposable income for leisure travel. This rebound effect has been discussed at 
length in recent literature. Edgar Hertwich (2005) outlined the various forms of the economic 
rebound effect. Namely, that energy savings in one sector leads to financial opportunity which 
results in consumption in another sector. This has similarly been indicated in more recent 
studies (Ottelin et. al., 2014; Heinonen et. al., 2013). While the rebound effect accounts for 
economic opportunity, the compensation hypothesis often refers to an escape from a dense 
urban environment. It has been suggested through recent studies in Finland and Norway that 
individuals living within an urban center, with little access to green space, participate in more 
leisure travel (Holden and Norland, 2005; Strandell and Hall, 2015). 

Aside from the impact of urban density, this study found that income was a strong indicator of 
travel behavior, with emissions rising along with income classes (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018). 
In one German study, income was similarly the strongest sociodemographic influence on 
leisure travel emissions (Reichert et. al., 2016). In the UK and the Netherlands, income was 
suggested to be a strong indicator for participation in long-distance leisure travel (Limtanakool 
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et. al., 2006). According to these recent studies, education levels have a similar correlation 
with leisure travel. Higher education is associated with increased emissions even when the 
income variable is controlled (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018; Reichert et. al., 2016). Other 
sociodemographic variables, particularly workload and household type, were suggested to 
have some some impact on travel but not as strongly as education and income. Families with 
children had higher international emissions than single people (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018). 

As seen in the literature, sociodemographic variables clearly play a role in the amount of 
participation in leisure travel. Income and education appear to have the highest correlation 
with increased long-distance travel (Holz-Rau, 2014; Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018). This aligns 
with what one may expect, as individuals with a higher income have more disposable wealth 
for leisure travel. Those who have a higher education may similarly have a higher income, and 
may have more opportunities for travel or meeting a more international community. There are 
other factors that may contribute to this, such as cultural capital or foreign language skills. 

2.2.4 Attitude-Behavior Gap 

In some cases, it has been shown that individuals with strong environmental motivations will 
choose more sustainable living options, both in consumption and travel habits (Alock et. al., 
2017; Kaiser et. al., 1999). One car-free housing project in Vienna contained residents that had 
both higher environmental awareness and lower emissions, as compared to individuals in 
traditional housing (Ornetzeder, 2008). A slightly older study found that pro-environmental 
behavior can be predicted by a three-fold equation of environmental attitude: environmental 
knowledge, environmental values, and ecological behavior intention (Kaiser et. al., 1999). It 
appears that in many cases, individuals' actions align quite accurately with their environmental 
beliefs, at least when it regards daily habits. Individuals with pro-environmental attitudes or 
considerations for climate change do have more environmentally-friendly practices in their 
households (Alcock et. al., 2017). This is still, however, a contested topic within the academic 
framework, with other studies suggesting an attitude-behavior gap (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 
2002). 

Interestingly, the discrepancy in awareness versus habits lies most often in leisure travel. The 
following studies have demonstrated that while individuals may alter their choices based on 
environmental concerns, this often falls away when concerning their holidays. According to 
one study in the United Kingdom, higher concern over climate change or the environment did 
not lower individual use of non-work flights (Alcock et. al., 2017). Often, when environmental 
behaviors are improved in daily life, this results in even more leisure travel, which may be due 
to financial opportunity, ethical considerations, or increased worldviews. In regard to travel, 
studies have demonstrated that environmental attitude does not indicate behavior patterns 
(Davison et. al., 2014; Kroesen, 2012). However, these results are not consistent. A study in 
Switzerland demonstrated that individuals with a stronger environmental attitude did fly less 
than their less environmentally aware counterparts (Heidi, 2017). There are certainly 
conflicting hypotheses when it comes to analyzing the attitude-behavior connection of leisure 
travel. 
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2.3 Consumption of Goods 
Consumption of goods and services is an important facet of an individual’s environmental 
footprint. Individuals purchase items and throw away materials on a daily basis. When it 
comes to greenhouse gases, post-consumer waste accounts for a miniscule amount of total 
emissions at just 3% (Bogner et. al., 2007). However, if considered with a life-cycle approach, 
this number grows greatly. According to one study using 2001 data by country, clothing 
consumption ranged from 1-6% of overall greenhouse gas emissions, and manufactured 
products may go up to a quarter of the total (Hertwich and Peters, 2009). In our globalized 
society, products come from all across the world to land in our shops, leaving a heavy 
environmental and ethical footprint in their path. With excess packaging and plastics, the 
waste ends up in landfills or incinerators, continuing the emissions cycle. One study indicated 
that 23% of 2004 CO2 emissions can be accounted for by international trade of material goods 
(Davis and Caldeira, 2010). There is limited data on the figures pertaining to the life-cycle of 
everyday goods and services. However, it is evident that individual reduction of consumption 
is critical for lowering the environmental footprint. 

One study suggested that there is no correlation between overall environmental concern and 
environmentally-conscious consumption of clothing (Kim and Damhorst, 1998). When it 
comes to waste, the results are quite different. Several studies have indicated that pro-
environmental attitude is linked to increased recycling or reduction of waste (Biswas et. al., 
2000; Best and Kneip, 2010). However, there is limited data in regard to these topics, 
especially when incorporating a life-cycle approach. Much of the existing literature is focused 
on incentives to increase the level environmental consciousness in relation to consumption of 
goods and services. 
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3 Research design 
The survey in Reykjavik utilized a public participation GIS (PPGIS) approach, in which 
participants themselves mapped their travel behavior online, in addition to providing 
information about these trips along with their background, environmental attitude, and 
behaviors. This public participation is a crucial component of obtaining data from the 
residents. Statistical analysis was then applied to the collected data, yielding the results 
discussed in a subsequent section. This section will describe the relevant methodologies used 
in this study, along with the necessary materials and the research process. The survey used in 
this study will be described along with the statistical approach used to analyze the survey’s 
quantitative data. 

3.1 Methods 

3.1.1 Data Preparation 

LIFE-CYCLE ASSESSMENT 
To obtain the most accurate data, all greenhouse gas emissions must be calculated using a life-
cycle analysis (Ciambrone, 1997). This allows for a holistic overview of emissions, which 
leads to data that is both more exact and can be correctly compared. This must be applied 
when examining transportation emissions, taking into account factors such as manufacturing 
and infrastructure necessary for these transport systems. When doing so, it has been found that 
life-cycle energy use augments the total emissions of various transportation methods by a 
significant amount: 63% for on-road vehicles, 155% for trains, and 31% for air transport 
(Chester and Horvath, 2009). It is necessary to calculate the total life-cycle emissions of each 
component, from the original materials until the product’s disposal (Ciambrone, 1997). This 
allows for clearer understanding of the environmental impact of a product. 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have long been used to acquire and analyze data 
within many fields. However, it has previously retained a somewhat inaccessible stature, 
which is now being addressed through the natural and social science communities. Public 
Participation GIS (PPGIS) was developed over the past two decades, coined when it began as 
“GIS in practice” (Sieber 2006), for the exact purpose of creating a more attainable method for 
extended involvement. 

SoftGIS is an application of PPGIS, which allows participants of surveys to directly interact 
with online map capabilities, capturing their attitudes and behaviors. This differs from other 
forms of PPGIS which may be used for purposes such as discussions, voting, and other online 
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services. As Rantanen and Kahila explain (2009), SoftGIS is used to obtain local knowledge in 
a multidisciplinary way, a tactic which can be found useful by both researchers and urban 
planners. 

Since its development, PPGIS has been used in a multitude of studies, successfully connecting 
otherwise-esoteric scientific research to the individuals central to the study material (Brown 
and Kytta 2014; Czepkiewicz et. al., 2016). This method has been used in various ways to 
trace the habits of individuals, specifically relating to transportation and mobility (Salonen et. 
al. 2014; Sarjala et. al. 2015). This allows researchers to obtain specific spatial data in a direct 
way from individuals through softGIS surveys, wherein participants can map for themselves 
their behaviors. Once the data has been collected, GIS provides a useful tool for analyzing and 
presenting the results. This can be done in a number of ways. Simply, a choropleth map can 
depict spatial differences related to a specific topic. For example, shading can be used to show 
population density across neighboring counties. This is a strong visual tool to present data. 
Using GIS further allows for helpful calculations of emissions through driving distances or 
straight lines. 

Another tool is Anselin Local Moran’s I, also known as a cluster and outlier analysis. This 
groups individuals with similar attributes together, and depicts which values exist spatially 
close to similar values (clusters) and which exist far away, or close to differing values 
(outliers). Again, this is a useful tool to visually and statistically depict patterns of attributes or 
behavior across space (Esri, 2017). 

3.1.3 Data Analysis 

Descriptive statistics are a way to describe or visualize data in a useful way. By creating charts 
or graphs that depict aspects of the data, it is possible to notice patterns that emerge between 
two or three variables (Laerd Statistics, 2013). Although these results may not allow for a 
confirmation of a hypothesis, they are a useful tool for understanding the patterns and 
determining useful next steps for analysis. In addition to simple charts or graphs, correlation 
matrices can provide insights into the relationships between variables. This is useful in 
grouping variables together or demonstrating the level of relationships between two variables. 
Once again, this can be a helpful tool in determining the structure of variables and how to 
continue in the analysis. 

Regression analysis is another important tool to examine the relationships between variables. 
The results of a regression model will indicate the level of impact that a predicting variable 
has on the outcome variable (Sykes, 1993). For example, one could measure the relationship 
between zip code and vegetarianism and determine whether the predicting variable (zip code) 
does have a strong relationship with the outcome variable (vegetarianism). The results will 
further provide the statistical significance of the relationship, or the level of confidence that 
the results represent the true relationship (Sykes, 1993). 

There are multiple forms of regression analysis, each providing a different lens to the data. 
One is a binary logistic regression model, meaning that the outcome variable has only two 
options - for example, individuals who own a home versus those who don’t. In this case, the 
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model would estimate the influence of the causal variables on the ownership of a home. In 
another case, linear regression - also known as an ordinary least squares (OLS) model - uses 
ordinal or scale variables. One example of this would be the number of homes that participants 
own. This model would then provide information on how certain variables influence the 
number of homes owned. For this model to provide accurate results, there needs to be close to 
normal distribution in the outcome variable. In many instances, this is not the case, especially 
when there are a large number of zeros. In those situations, a logarithm (or other 
transformation) may be implemented to create a more accurate model (Fletcher et. al., 2005). 
The results of a logarithm model would provide a strong model to predict which variables 
influence the outcome variable, but would not accurately portray to what extent this influence 
occurs. For this reason, both models may be considered. 

3.2 Materials 

The invitations were sent to residents between ages 25-40 within the greater capital region, 
including the municipalities of Reykjavík, Kópavogur, Hafnarfjörður, Garðabær, Mosfellsbær, 
Seltjarnarnes, and Kjósarhreppur. 6.000 target households were selected at random from the 
Registry of Iceland. With 816 letters returned unopened, it is assumed that 5184 invitations 
were delivered. 780 individuals returned the survey with at least one question answered, 
leading to a 15% response rate (14% if including the undelivered). The survey was offered in 
three language versions - Icelandic, English, and Polish - representing the primary languages 
of Reykjavik residents (referred to as language code). The survey was available online, and the 
invitation included a URL to participate. 

There was a level of variance in terms of the demographics that responded. 60% of 
participants identified as female. Although the target group was for ages 25-40, there were 12 
responders outside this range, broadening it to 21 to 41. However, these were a minimal 
number of participants; in regard to the targeted age group, there was quite an even 
distribution of age, each constituting 4-7% of the total. The sociodemographic variables used 
in the subsequent analysis are presented in the figure below, along with the newer categories if 
they were grouped for more equal distribution. 

Table 2 Distribution of sociodemographic variables amongst respondents. 

Variable Categories Number % Grouping Number % 
Gender Female 471 60.23    

Male 311 39.77    
Age Up to 28 195 24.65    

29-32 184 23.26    
33-36 196 24.78    
37+ 202 25.54 

 
 

   

    (Continued) 
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Table 2 Distribution of sociodemographic variables amongst respondents (continued). 
Education Basic 59 7.78    

Secondary 117 15.44 Basic, secondary, 
vocational 

238 31.40 
Vocational 62 8.18 
Undergraduate 242 31.93 Undergraduate 242 31.93 
Graduate 243 32.06 Graduate and 

Postgraduate 
278 36.68 

Postgraduate 35 4.62 
Household 
Income 

< 150,000 ISK 13 1.70    
150,000 - 300,000 
ISK 

50 6.54    

300,000 - 450,000 
ISK 

74 9.69    

450,000 - 600,000 
ISK 

105 13.74    

600,000 - 900,000 
ISK 

166 21.73    

> 900,000 ISK 297 38.87    
I don’t want to tell 59 7.72    

Household 
Type 

Single on their own 71 9.13    
Single with parents 63 8.1    
Single in shared apt 46 5.91 Single person/Other 203 26.09 
Other 23 2.96    
Single with children 36 4.63 Family with children 413 53.08 
Couple with children 377 48.46    
Couple together 162 20.82 Couple 162 20.82 

Language 
Skill 

One 40 5.06    
Two 389 49.24    
Three or more 361 45.70    

Language 
Code 

Icelandic 640 81.01    
English 103 13.04    
Polish 37 4.68    

 

The survey consisted of fourteen pages, with three map pages and the remainder containing 
traditional survey questions. The first pages simply request background information on the 
participant including age, occupation, background, and languages spoken. Page 2 discussed 
health and well-being, with questions regarding the satisfaction of professional, personal, and 
environmental aspects of the person’s life. Page 3 requested information about household type 
and overall car use, while page 4 asked for participants to mark where they live and work, how 
long they have lived there, and what their reasons for the location were. The fifth page 
discussed residential satisfaction. Pages 6 through 8 were mapping questions. 

The remaining pages dealt with environmental behaviors, purchasing of clothes and 
electronics, personal attitudes, and personality descriptions. In addition to travel behavior, 
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these pages aimed to analyze the participants’ environmental attitudes and behaviors, 
identified through various questions regarding daily activities. For example, questions 
included “how often do you avoid eating animal food products” and “how often do you choose 
to buy clothes according to environmental impact”? Furthermore, participants indicate their 
consumption of various goods and services such as clothing or appliances. Some questions 
directly questioned the environmental mindset of the participants, asking if they “want to live 
as ecologically as possible” or if they “think about environmental impacts of services [they] 
use”. The survey takes a comprehensive look at both the ideologies and practices of 
Reykjavik’s residents regarding the environment. 

In the map pages, the survey used a softGIS framework to map the travel behavior of the 
individuals. On one page, the participants located on a map their daily activities, such as work 
or school, along with their modes of transportation. In subsequent pages, they mapped their 
travel both within Iceland and internationally, again specifying their form of transportation. 
Participants gave additional information about the trips they marked, describing the purpose, 
frequency, and method of travel for each trip. Because Iceland is both an island and has 
limited public transport, these results were much simpler than those in Finland. There are no 
trains within the country, and of course only a plane or boat can be used for international 
travel. The entire survey is available as an appendix to this thesis. 

 

 

For this study, the variables used were primarily the ones relating to demographics, 
environmental attitude, and environmental behavior. Many of these were grouped together to 
create concise and clear results. This process is explained in more detail in the following 
section. The variables relating to environmental behavior were measured by correlation and 
grouped in this way. Questions regarding environmental concern and climate change were 
found most relevant in this particular study. These variables relating to environmental attitudes 
and behavior were compared with one another and then with the geographic location of the 
participant. 

Figure 2 Screenshots from the survey. 
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3.3 Research Process 

This chapter summarizes how the methodology was applied to this study. First, zones were 
created within the capital region in order to incorporate the spatial aspect. Then, the data 
analysis is broken down into three sections: diet, travel, and consumption of goods. Each 
section describes which methods were applied in organizing the data and the subsequent 
analysis. 

 

Figure 3 Flowchart of the research methods applied to this study. 
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3.3.1 Zones 

In order to incorporate the spatial aspect into the analysis, zones of Reykjavik needed to be 
created. In many cities, these parameters already exist. For example, in a parallel study using 
data from Helsinki, existing zones were used (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018). These are quite 
complex, using transport modes to summarize urban density, ranging from pedestrian to 
bus/train to car zones and using a range of variables in the calculations. In Reykjavik, this 
system does not yet exist, and so zones needed to be created. Due to the small size of the city 
and the lack of extensive public transportation infrastructure (only limited buses but no trains), 
four zones were created simply using the driving distance from the city center. The city center 
was determined as the point where the streets Laugavegur, Bankastræti, and Skólavörðustígur 
meet. This was decided based on other studies using the same intersection to mark the city 
center.  

Zone 1 included participants living within three kilometers of the city center, zone 2 between 
three and six kilometers, zone 3 between six and nine km, and zone 4 for individuals above 
nine kilometers. The four zones are depicted in the map below, showing participants’ homes 
categorized by zone (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 Participant home locations by zone. 
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3.3.2 Attitude Groupings 

Several groups were created to allow for more productive analysis. The groups for behaviors 
will be discussed in the subsequent chapters. However, for future reference, the attitude 
groupings will be displayed here. First is the pro-environmental attitude group (PEA), which 
includes the sums of 5 questions. Then, the climate change group (CC), which includes the 
sums of 3 questions. Each question was answered on the following scale: 

1 = strongly disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 5 = strongly agree 

PEA: 

• I am very concerned about environmental issues 
• I want to live as ecologically as possible 
• I think about environmental impact of services I use 
• I think about how I can reduce environmental damage when I go on holiday 
• When shopping, I rarely think about the environmental impact of the things I buy 

 

CC: 

• Global warming will bring about some serious negative consequences 
• There is evidence of global climate change 
• The main causes of global warming are human activities 

3.3.3 Diet 

The survey in Reykjavik asked three diet-related questions, all answered on an ordinal scale. 
First, how often does the participant avoid red meat; second, how often do they avoid fish and 
poultry; and third, how often do they avoid dairy products. These were answered on a scale:   
0 – never, 1 – rarely, 2 – sometimes, 3 – usually, 4 – always.  

Due to the nature of the Reykjavik data, the results are reflected in 3 categories. First, 
omnivorous diets, or those that did not avoid any meat, fish, or poultry. Included in this were 
those that may or may not avoid dairy products alone, as this would most likely be due to a 
physical intolerance rather than an ethical choice. The second grouping is flexitarians, or those 
that strive to reduce their consumption of animal food products. This is a term that has recently 
been utilized in other studies and applied well here, as a large portion of the participants claim 
to avoid animal products while not eliminating them altogether (O'Riordan and Stoll-
Kleemann, 2015; Stoll-Kleemann and Schmidt, 2016). At first, vegetarians (those that always 
avoid meat, poultry, and fish) and vegans (those that also avoid dairy products) were grouped 
separately. However, due to the small number of vegans (17) and vegetarians (13) these were 
finally grouped together as “vegetarian or vegan”. 
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Table 3 Total participants in each diet category. 

Omnivore Flexitarian Vegetarian or Vegan 

411 231 30 

 

As the literature demonstrates, there is a vast variance in the environmental impact of various 
food products, even among animal-based diets. The consumption of beef has one of the 
highest ecological footprints, while wild-caught fish has a much lower one. Furthermore, even 
eliminating animal products one day per week has the potential to reduce an individual’s 
environmental impact. Therefore, it is critical to take into account a wide range of diets, which 
is why “flexitarian” was included here. In future studies, even more distinctions can be made - 
for example, to include those on a pescatarian diet. In this case, it was not possible to separate 
the pescatarians, as fish and poultry were grouped together in the same question. 

Once these groups were created, the relationship between diet and sociodemographic variables 
or pro-environmental attitudes was examined. This takes the form of charts, measuring the 
number of participants in each diet category in relation to a specific sociodemographic 
variable. While all the variables included in the survey were analyzed, only the more 
interesting results are presented here. In some cases, there was simply no substantial difference 
between demographics, which aligned with the hypothesized results. These cases were left out 
of the discussion. In order to test the statistical significance of the results, a chi-square analysis 
was performed. This allowed for a strengthening of the results, demonstrating if the 
differences shown in the charts were significant on a statistical level. Next, Spearman rank 
correlations were performed to further look at the relationships between diet and pro-
environmental attitudes. This is simply another approach to determine which variables have a 
substantial link to the diets of the participants. 

An additional component was added to the analysis, which was the geographic locations of the 
participants. First, a simple chart was made to depict the number of individuals that practice 
each diet in relation to the four urban zones. Next, using GIS software, maps were created to 
indicate where in the capital area individuals reside. This took the form of a choropleth map, 
showing in color gradients the percentage of vegans or vegetarians that live in each postcode. 
For further analysis, a Moran’s I analysis was performed. This allows for a visualization of 
where in space there are vegans/vegetarians next to other vegans/vegetarians - called clusters - 
and where they are without any other vegans/vegetarians around - called outliers. The specific 
locations of the participants, the postcodes, and the zones were used in this part of the analysis. 

Because the distribution had such a high number of “0” responses (Figure 5), only a binary 
regression model was included here. The distribution was so skewed that even a logarithm 
transformation would not have been sufficient. For this reason, a linear regression is not 
included, and only a binary regression was complete using omnivores (as defined earlier) and 
all others who reduce consumption of animal products (flexitarians, vegetarians, and vegans). 
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Figure 5 Histogram of responses to diet-related questions. 

 

3.3.4 Travel  

Using softGIS maps, each participant marked their leisure travel by local, domestic, and 
international trips over the previous twelve months, indicating which transport type was used. 
From this data, overall emissions were calculated for each travel mode - plane, bus, train, boat, 
or private vehicle, separately for each of the distance categories. The emissions calculation 
was performed using a life-cycle analysis, including both direct and indirect emissions from 
each transport type. Calculations include infrastructure of transport, not just combustion, and 
all greenhouse gases, not just carbon dioxide. More information on how the calculations were 
performed can be found in the recently published article by Czepkiewicz et. al. (2018). 

The emissions for domestic and international trips were used in the analysis, with local travel 
largely put aside. For this specific case, the study focused on leisure travel, excluding travel 
for work or study which is primarily found in local emissions. However, the data is there for 
future use. Due to the overwhelming majority of plane travel in international trips, with only 
little contribution from other sources, the total emissions were used. These figures were 
compared with sociodemographic variables, pro-environmental attitudes, and pro-
environmental behaviors, examining the relationship between the variables. The methods used 
in this portion of the study are listed in the table below, along with the variables used in each 
instance. 
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Table 4 Methods and variables used in long-distance leisure travel analysis. 

Method Variables Utilized 

Descriptive Charts: participation and 
average emissions 

Income 
Language code 
Language skill 
Education 
Workload 
Household type 
Zones 

Descriptive Charts: transport mode Income 
Language code 
Language skill 
Education 
Household type 
Car ownership 
Zones 

Correlation Matrix: attitude and travel 
behavior 

Pro-environmental attitude group 
Climate change group 

Regression Analysis: predictors of travel 
participation and emissions 

Gender 
Income 
Education 
Household type 
Pro-environmental attitude group 
Distance from city center 

 

First, simple charts were created to compare participation rates and average emissions with 
sociodemographic variables for both national and international trips. Then, to examine the 
modal structure, sociodemographic variables were analyzed in relation to domestic transport 
modes. Due to the fact that Iceland is an island, analysis for international trips was complete 
but not reported, since this travel type was dominated by airplane emissions in a similar way 
for each variable. Finally, leisure travel emissions were compared with pro-environmental 
attitudes and behaviors in a simple correlation matrix. 

A regression analysis was used to examine the relationships between multiple variables. There 
were three models of regression used in this study, with three steps for each. First, a binary 
logistic regression was used to indicate the variables that impact participation in leisure travel. 
For this case, all individuals who have non-zero emissions are participants (1) and all others 
are non-participants (0). This provides a necessary look into which variables impact whether 
an individual participates in long-distance leisure travel to any degree. The second model was 
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a linear OLS regression, using the amount of emissions from each participant. This model 
used a used logarithm to transform the outcome variable to normal distribution, in order to 
more accurately display the significance of each variable’s relationship with the outcome 
variable. The third model similarly used OLS regression, without the logarithm, to indicate 
how much each predicting variable was able to predict the outcome variable. Although it did 
not have normal distribution, meaning it was unable to reliably demonstrate the significance 
levels, it did provide an important layer in understanding the strength of each predictor on the 
outcome. 

Each model was completed three times: first, using only the chosen sociodemographic 
variables; second, including also the sum of the pro-environmental attitude group; and third, 
incorporating the distance of the household from the city center. This allows for more 
understanding of how these variables interact both with the emissions and with each other. 
This process was done using international and domestic data separately, showing results for 
both sets. 

3.3.5 Consumption of Goods 

Two categories were created to analyze participants’ pro-environmental behaviors relating to 
the consumption of goods and services from the survey’s data. The first is concerning waste, 
which sums the numeric codes of four survey questions, asking how often participants 
purchase items with as little packaging as possible, recycle waste, compost organic waste, and 
avoid wasting food. All four of these questions were found to be highly correlated, and since 
they concern similar topics, the group was formed. The second group takes the sums of three 
questions relating to clothing: How often do participants buy second hand clothes? How often 
do they choose to buy clothes according to environmental impact? And how often do they 
choose to buy clothes according to ethical aspects of production? Once again, these were 
grouped based on the topic and the strong correlation between the responses. 

The data was analyzed in two ways. First, a correlation matrix was created to illustrate the 
relationships between the waste and clothing groups and other pro-environmental behaviors 
and attitudes. Then, a regression analysis was performed to determine which variables are 
strong predictors of reduced or ethical consumption regarding clothing and waste. The same 
predicting variables were used in these models as in the ones pertaining to travel emissions. In 
the case of waste, only a linear regression was performed. Transforming the variable was not 
necessary because the responses, which are measured on an ordinal scale from 0 to 16, were 
already quite close to normal distribution (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Histogram of responses to waste-related questions. 

  

The clothing group took the sums of three questions, so the responses are presented on an 
ordinal scale from 0 to 12. Similar to the diet analysis, a linear regression in this case was not a 
viable option, because the distribution was skewed with a particularly high number of “0” 
responses (Figure 7). In the end, only a binary regression model is included here, measuring 
the relationship between the predicting variables and whether the participants have any 
environmental or ethical considerations in clothing consumption. 

 

Figure 7 Histogram of responses to clothing-related questions. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
This chapter is broken down into the three central themes of this study: diet, travel, and 
consumption of goods. Each section will display the results from the analysis methods laid out 
in the previous chapters. The discussion will explore the implications of the results and how 
they relate to existing literature in the field. This will allow for a thorough understanding of 
the data and how the relationships between variables relate to the research questions and to the 
current academic understanding. 

First will be presented the results from the diet analysis. The sociodemographic variables are 
presented in relation to the diet categories through descriptive charts. Then, both charts and 
correlation matrices are used to present the relationship between diet and environmental 
attitudes and behaviors. The geographic location is incorporated into the analysis through a 
chart and two GIS maps. Finally, a regression analysis uses all these variables to analyze the 
how well they predict the likelihood of have a reduced-meat diet. 

Second is the section regarding travel emissions. Again, descriptive charts, correlation 
matrices, and regression analysis are used to analyze the data regarding both domestic and 
international leisure travel. The charts depict average emission and participation levels in 
relation to various sociodemographic variables. The regression analysis uses 
sociodemographic variables, pro-environmental attitude, and distance from the city center as 
predictors of travel behavior. 

The consumption of goods and services takes the form of two groups: waste and clothing. A 
correlation matrix depicts the relationship between the two variables along with diet, attitudes, 
and zones. Regression analysis uses the same predictor variables as in diet and travel, with a 
binary regression for clothing and a linear regression for waste.  

4.1 Diet 

4.1.1 Sociodemographic Variables 

There were only minor differences in most of the sociodemographic categories when looking 
at diet patterns. However, many of the findings aligned with the existing literature linking 
demographic variables with dietary behaviors. The sociodemographic variables that resulted in 
interesting findings are presented here in the form of simple bar charts. The results of a chi-
square analysis are also included, testing the statistical significance of the differences observed 
in the charts. 

In this study, a larger share of women answered the survey than men, resulting in 20 female 
vegetarians or vegans, and just 10 men under the same category. Taking into account the 
difference in sample size, women still held a larger share of the vegetarian category, with 
5.09% of women identifying as vegan or vegetarian. For men, 3.6% identified in this way. The 
same is true in regard to flexitarians, as 38.2% and 28.5% of women and men fell under this 
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category, respectively (Figure 8). While the differences here don’t seem substantial, they were 
found to be statistically significant. The Pearson chi-square resulted in a p-value of .016, 
indicating that the results are significant. 

Furthermore, they do align with the existing data in this field. Multiple studies have indicated 
that more women than men follow a vegetarian diet (Santos and Booth, 1996; Ruby, 2012; 
Potts and White, 2008; Hoek, 2004). The reasons for this were not examined in this study but 
have been extensively covered in other literature. The data here can serve to support the 
existing understanding in this field. 

 

Figure 8 Distribution of dietary groups by gender. 

  

Age did not seem to have a strong influence on the number of vegetarians and vegans, with an 
even share in each age grouping (Figure 9). This may be due to the fact that the age 
demographic was quite limited, with participants ranging from ages 25 to 40. Other studies 
have suggested that individuals under the age of 30 are more likely to be vegetarian (Haddad 
and Tanzman; Cooney, 2013). This was not the case in this study, although the results may 
have shown otherwise if individuals younger than 25 had participated. The chi-square analysis 
resulted in .412, confirming that the relationship between the variables is not significant. This 
makes sense, considering that the survey was limited to young adults to control for the age 
variable in the first place. These results serve to confirm the success of this. 

 

Figure 9 Distribution of dietary groups by age group. 
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Income, on the other hand, seems to be an important factor in dietary choices. The lowest 
income group - up to 300.000 ISK per month per household - had a far larger share of vegan 
and vegetarian participants than any other category (Figure 10). This can be due to many 
reasons. The immediate assumption was that this would be accounted for by other 
demographics, such as employment or age. However, this was not necessarily the case. 
Participants that listed their occupation as “student” had almost exactly the same share of 
vegetarians and vegans as those that are employed full time. Similarly, the age groupings were 
quite similar in regard to diet, with only slight variance as seen above. This negated some of 
the assumptions that those with a lower income were vegan or vegetarian because they were 
also younger students, a demographic that is often believed to hold more vegetarians and 
vegans. However, this can possibly be explained by the high prices of meat in Iceland. Many 
individuals may be avoiding meat products for economic reasons rather than, or in addition to, 
reasons of animal welfare, health, and the environment. The chi-square analysis indicated 
these results were significant at .1 level. Although studies have not necessarily linked income 
and vegetarianism, they have suggested that increased wealth results in higher meat 
consumption (Tilman and Clark, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 10 Distribution of dietary groups by income. 
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share (Figure 11). A study in the Netherlands suggests that vegetarians are more likely to have 
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Figure 11 Distribution of dietary groups by education level. 

Although much of the existing literature aligns with the data found in this study, it is important 
to note that this not always the case. For example, one study indicated that there is no 
correlation between vegetarianism and variables such as age, gender, or education (Dietz et. 
al., 1995). As such, it is critical to continue analyzing data amongst various sample groups in 
order to create a more conclusive overall understanding in academic literature. 

4.1.2 Environmental Attitude 

The initial analysis reflected the assumption that those who reduce their consumption of 
animal food products do have a higher level of concern for the environment. Although there 
are many reasons for choosing a diet of reduced meat consumption, there was a strong 
correlation of diet with environmental concern (Figure 12). This was found in a preliminary 
analysis, in which a simple chart was created to view the percentage of each diet group as they 
answered a question regarding their level of environmental concern. This particular question 
stated: “I am very concerned about environmental issues” with answers ranging from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). It was evident that the vegetarian or vegan group had 
a higher level of those that agreed with the question, while the omnivore group had a larger 
share of those with little concern for the environment. The flexitarian group similarly held a 
staggering level from 5 being the largest share to 1 being the smallest (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 Distribution of dietary groups in response to environmental concern. 
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A simple bivariate correlation matrix was also used to analyze dietary choices in regard to 
environmental attitude. Most of the questions were only minimally correlated, to an 
insignificant degree. However, questions regarding direct environmental attitude - level of 
environmental concern, desire to live ecologically, and environmental considerations in 
consumption - were more highly correlated with personal diet choices, especially in regard to 
consumption of red meat. These figures were not particularly high, but did indicate some level 
of correlation, all statistically significant (Table 2). 

These figures seem consistent with similar data found in the literature. In the study completed 
by de Boer, Schösler, and Boersema (2012), they measured the correlation between meat 
consumption and two relevant factors: familiarity with the positive impact of a reduced-meat 
diet, and the level of regard for nature, yielding results of .17 and .21, respectively. This seems 
quite consistent with the results found in this study. Other studies did not directly correlate 
these variables, yet similarly found data that suggests a higher level of environmental concern 
among participants that follow a reduced-meat diet (Ward and Fox, 2008; Beardsworth and 
Keil, 1992; Rozin et. al., 1997). 

 

Table 2 Correlation between diet variable and pro-environmental attitude. 

Survey Questions Diet sum 
I want to live as ecologically as possible .218** 
I am very concerned about environmental issues .238** 
I think about how I can reduce environmental damage when I go on holiday .248** 
I think about environmental impact of services I use .238** 
When shopping, I think about the environmental impact of the things I buy .167** 
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.   

 

Although the chart seems to indicate a higher discrepancy between omnivores and vegetarians 
in relation to environmental concern, the correlation analyses showed consistent results. The 
data in this study does not offer quite the same results as what was found in the existing 
literature, because the questions were not directed at the motivations of choosing a low- or no- 
meat diet. However, they seem to indicate a similar pattern, in which there is some level of 
significant correlation. 

4.1.3 Pro-Environmental Behaviors 

This study has focused on the type of food consumed and not the ways in which they were 
produced. However, there is a correlation with environmental concern and choosing organic 
and local, rather than conventional and imported, goods. Although this is not explicitly 
examined in the Reykjavik data, it is important to note that those who consume less meat do 
buy a much higher share of organic food than those with an omnivorous diet (Figure 14). Even 
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in Iceland, where there is limited and very expensive food production, people who follow a 
vegan, vegetarian, or flexitarian diet do tend to buy more local produce (Figure 15). This is 
shown in the figures below, where participants responded to questions regarding purchase of 
organic and local food from a scale of 0 (never) to 4 (always). A Norwegian study had similar 
results, where the data indicated that individuals who show concern for environmental and 
animal rights are more likely to consume organic food (Honkanen et. al., 2006). 

 

Figure 13 Distribution of dietary groups in response to purchasing of organic food. 

 

Figure 14 Distribution of dietary groups in response to purchasing of local produce. 

These results are further demonstrated when creating a simple correlation matrix. In the figure 
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be statistically significant. 
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Table 3 Correlation matrix of diet questions and other pro-environmental behaviors. 

How often do you…  Avoid 
dairy? 

Avoid 
red meat? 

Avoid 
fish/poultry? 

Reduce heating in unoccupied rooms? -0.061 0.02 0.035 
Switch off lights in unoccupied rooms? -0.038 .103* 0.063 
Keep heating low to save energy? .210** .171** 0.079 
Use high efficiency appliances? -0.043 .121** 0.034 
Buy organic food? .226** .223** .213** 
Buy locally produced food rather than imported? .458** .195** .147** 
Purchase items with as little packaging as possible? .271** .233** .262** 
Buy second-hand clothes? .098* .212** .192** 
Choose to buy clothes according to environmental impact? .267** .299** .231** 
Choose to buy clothes according to ethical production? .613** .256** .260** 
Recycle waste? .350** .282** .501** 
Compost organic waste? .310** .198** .346** 
Avoid wasting food? -.156** .102** 0.041 
Choose not to use car when possible? .326** .189** .150** 
Buy carbon offsets to compensate for personal air travel? -.124** .140** .085* 
Avoid travelling abroad due to environmental impact? .444** .270** .259** 
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.     

4.1.4 Geographic Location 

The chart below presents the numbers of each diet category based on urban zones, with zone 1 
being closest to the city center (<3 km) and zone 4 being the furthest away (>9 km). This 
shows a slightly higher number of vegetarians or vegans and flexitarians in zone 1, with nearly 
equal amounts in the other three zones. This aligns with existing literature which suggests that 
individuals living within an urban center are more likely to demonstrate pro-environmental 
behaviors, including meat reduction diets (Potts and White, 2008; Hoek, 2004). Although this 
study does not delve into the ideologies behind dietary choices, it does confirm other studies 
which have found that individuals within urban centers are more likely to have diverse dietary 
needs and a higher level of concern for animal welfare (Ohlendorf et al., 2002; Tucker, 2014; 
Vander Mey et. al., 1998; Kendall, 2006). 
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Figure 15 Distribution of dietary groups in relation to urban zones. 

Two types of analysis were performed using GIS software to examine the connection between 
dietary patterns and geographic location of the participants. First, a choropleth map was 
created to illustrate the share of vegans and vegetarians in each postcode within Reykjavik. 
First, the percentage of vegans and vegetarians within each postcode were calculated, and then 
a gradient map was implemented to depict the comparison between each postcode and a 
spatial pattern. As seen in the figure below, the densely populated centrally-located postcodes 
such as 101, 105, and 107 contain a larger share of vegans and vegetarians, with less densely 
populated areas having a smaller share (Figure 16). There are some exceptions in certain 
suburbs such as Hafnarfjörður and Grafarholt. 
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Figure 16 Distribution of vegans/vegetarians in each postcode. 

Second, an Anselin Local Moran’s I analysis was performed. This resulted in a cluster map as 
seen below (Figure 17). The figure shows the response to diet group questions (0=omnivore, 
12=vegan) in relation to neighboring participants. The results are mostly consistent with the 
choropleth map, with high-high clusters and low-high outliers being concentrated in the 
downtown Reykjavik area. Low-low clusters and high-low outliers are found in the suburban 
regions. 
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Figure 17 Cluster and Outlier analysis of diet group. 

These results are consistent with the current existing literature. Two other studies suggest that 
vegetarians are far more likely to be found within denser urban forms (Potts and White, 2008; 
Hoek, 2004). Of course, the rural areas of Iceland were not taken into account in this study. 
However, the results are still aligned, since a larger share of vegetarians were found in the 
more densely populated areas of the capital region. There are many reasons that can influence 
why people with these dietary choices may cluster in densely populated areas. The first may 
be due to age, as younger people tend to live downtown and follow vegetarian/vegan diets, 
although this variable was controlled in this study. Another variable may relate to knowledge, 
whether formal education or informal information. Those with reduced meat diets tend to have 
a higher level of concern for climate change, animal welfare, or health, as these are the 
primary reasons for choosing a vegan or vegetarian lifestyle. The major universities of 
Reykjavik are located in the central areas, as well as ample opportunities for gaining 
knowledge on these subjects through films, lectures, or other cultural events. Another 
hypothesis may be due to political ideologies, as those with right-leaning politics may live 
further from downtown, and those in the central areas may be more liberal. However, further 
research would need to be complete to test these hypotheses. The motivations of individuals to 
consume less meat were not discussed in this survey, so these are simply speculations for now.  
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4.1.5 Regression Analysis 

A binary regression was performed on the sums of the diet group, with omnivores (as defined 
prior) versus those who reduce consumption of animal products (fish/poultry, red meat, dairy). 
This was completed in three stages: first, only the selected sociodemographic variables were 
entered as predictors; next, the pro-environmental attitude group was added; and third, the 
distance from the city center was included (Table 4). The results are somewhat consistent with 
what is found in the prior analysis. In each model, gender held a significant role, with women 
more likely to reduce consumption of animal products to some degree. In each case, gender 
was found to be significant to a degree of .01. 

Similarly, the income levels were controlled with the lowest level (up to 300,000 ISK per 
month) and each one above that was negatively correlated, suggesting that those with a lower 
income are more likely to practice a reduced-meat diet. The three highest income groups were 
all found to be significantly linked to diet, implying that a higher income is a strong predictor 
of an omnivorous diet. 

In regard to household type, families with children were also found as significant predictors, 
and the results indicate that both couples and families with children are more likely to be 
omnivores than single people. A higher education also indicates a likelihood of meat 
reduction. Those with a graduate or postgraduate degree are far more likely to reduce their 
meat consumption, and these results are significant to a .05 degree. These results once again 
align with the patterns discovered in the prior descriptive statistics. 

In the two models where PEA was used as a variable, it was indicated to be a significant 
predictor with a p-value below .001. Although it influences diet to a negative degree, the 
figures are quite small and suggest a low impact. This strengthens the understanding that 
attitude and behavior are linked in regard to dietary choices, although it is surprising that the 
correlation is negative. This can be further examined in future models. 

As expected from the prior analysis, distance from the city center was also found to be a 
significant predictor (p=.016). The impact was small, but in a negative direction, suggesting 
that the closer some individual lives to the city center, the higher the likelihood of reducing 
their meat consumption. It is important to note that the impact here is still quite small, 
however.  

Overall, these results align with much of the previous findings and the existing literature. It 
appears that pro-environmental attitudes have a correlation with reduced meat consumption, as 
does gender to a certain degree (de Boer et. al., 2012). Income and higher education are also 
strong predictors, as is the distance from the city center. 
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Table 4 Binary regression for diet. 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female .496** .158 1.643 .496** .159 1.642 .507** .160 1.660 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples -.240 .229 .786 -.205 .230 .815 -.212 .231 .809 

Family with children -.512** .194 .599 -.503** .196 .605 -.434* .199 .648 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate .084 .193 1.088 .113 .194 1.120 .103 .194 1.109 

 Grad/Postgrad .407* .191 1.502 .453* .193 1.572 .413* .231 1.512 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

300,000 - 450,000 ISK -.178 .303 .837 -.172 .305 .842 -.200 .306 .818 

450,000 - 600,000 ISK -.707** .273 .493 -.672* .275 .511 -.708** .277 .493 

600,000 - 900,000 ISK -.604* .251 .546 -.536* .254 .585 -.565* .256 .568 

More than 900,000 ISK -.543* .235 .581 -.530* .237 .588 -.542* .239 .582 

PEA Sums - - - -.036*** .011 .964 -.039*** .011 .962 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -.044** .018 .957 

Constant .178 .218 1.194 .595* .252 1.813 .897** .283 2.451 

Hosmer and Lemeshow  
Chi-square (sig.) 

4.783 
(.791) 

- - 12.706 
(.122) 

- - 11.899 
(.156) 

- - 

R2 (Nagelkerke) .064 - - .084 - - .093 - - 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  

4.2 Travel 
Greenhouse gas emissions were calculated using a life-cycle assessment for trips marked by 
participants. Each trip was categorized as local, domestic, or international. The figure below 
(18) displays the total greenhouse gas emissions by transport mode, broken down by urban 
zone. It is evident that car travel dominates emissions in local and domestic travel, and aircraft 
for international trips. Also, these charts depict that individuals in zone 4 are responsible for a 
higher level of emissions from local travel, while zone 1 is highest in international emissions. 
This strengthens existing understanding that individuals in a denser urban setting use less 
emissions in daily travel, but compensate for this with increased long-distance leisure travel 
(Maat and de Vries, 2016; Holz-Rau, 2014, Ottelin et. al., 2014).  
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Participation in travel is depicted in the chart below (Figure 19), again broken down by local, 
domestic, and international trips. This demonstrates the high level of participation in leisure 
travel – nearly 80% of participants partook in local and domestic trips by private vehicle, and 
almost 70% participated in at least one international trip by plane in the past 12 months. 
Approximately 30% of participants used the bus for local transport. From this chart, it is clear 
that private vehicles and aircrafts dominate the transport modes amongst Reykjavik 
participants. 
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Figure 18 Modal structure of estimated GHG emissions from participants in each urban zone 
by local, domestic, and international trips. 
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Figure 20 Breakdown of emissions by transport type for leisure travel. 

  

As is apparent in the figure above, international travel emissions are dominated by plane 
transport (Figure 20). This is as expected, considering Iceland is an island that requires plane 
travel to leave the country, aside from the few individuals who choose to take the ferry to 
Denmark. Due to the high level of emissions from plane travel, it overshadows the rest even if 
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individuals who fly to another country may then use other transport forms while abroad. 
International emissions hardly varied in regard to sociodemographic variables when broken 
down by transport mode. In each case, aircraft emissions maintain more than 90% of overall 
emissions. For this reason, only the total international emissions of all transport modes are 
used in the analysis. 

On the national scale, the breakdown is slightly more varied. Private vehicle use is by far the 
largest contributor of emissions, with plane travel in second place. National leisure travel did 
demonstrate more interesting results when broken down in relation to sociodemographic 
variables, which is why only those results are presented in the sections below. 

First the results of these analyses are presented, broken down by sociodemographic variable. 
After this, the results of a correlation matrix and the regression models are presented and 
discussed, analyzing the results and placing them in the context of existing literature in this 
field. 

4.2.1 Sociodemographic Variables 

The overall emissions from each participant were compared with various sociodemographic 
variables. The average emissions were used, as well as the percentage of participants (people 
with non-zero emissions). The results demonstrated that in many cases, there was little to no 
difference between different sociodemographic categories. Between female and male 
participants, there were nearly equal results, with both genders having similar participation 
rates (69.9% for women, 66.9% for men) and average emissions (2725 kg CO2 eq for women, 
2668 kg CO2 eq for men) in international trips. The national results were similar in their 
proximity to each other. The age variable similarly had nearly equal results, with the youngest 
age group (up to 28 years old) having slightly less participation and average emissions in 
international travel. 

INCOME 
The income groupings had more variation in the results. As depicted in Figures 1 and 2, the 
lowest income group (up to 300,000 ISK per month) had lower emissions and participation 
rates in both international and national leisure travel. The three highest income groups had 
only slight variation in these results. This aligns with previous studies which indicated that 
income levels had a strong influence on leisure travel emissions (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018; 
Reichert et. al., 2016; Brand and Preston, 2010). In those cases, however, there was an even 
more direct relationship, with emissions rising along with income. In this particular study, 
only the lowest income group seems to indicate lower emissions, while the rest are quite 
similar. 
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Figure 21 Participation and average emissions by income group for international 
leisure travel. 

Figure 22 Participation and average emissions by income group for domestic 
leisure travel. 
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In regard to transport mode, income did not indicate an extreme impact. Those in the lowest 
two income groups do tend to travel domestically more often by bus, but the other modes of 
transport did not show a trend. 

 

Figure 23 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation to income. 

 

LANGUAGE 
There are two factors regarding language in the survey. The first is simply the language used 
when taking the survey, which was offered in Icelandic, English, and Polish. Polish people 
make up the largest minority group in Iceland, with recent figures indicating that 4.07% 
(13,771 individuals) of the total population constitutes Polish immigrants. Overall, as of 2017, 
there were 35,997 immigrants in Iceland (Iceland Review, 2017). Most likely, the non-Polish 
immigrants are those who took the survey in English. In both national and international travel, 
Polish speakers have the lowest participation rates. This group has the lowest average 
emissions in domestic travel, although similar figures to Icelandic speakers in international 
trips. Icelandic speakers have by far the highest emissions for national travel, while English 
speakers are at the top in international trips. This is logical considering English speakers are 
likely immigrants and may be flying more not only on holiday, but also to visit their home 
countries. Icelanders, on a similar note, may have family or friends in other parts of the 
country. 

In 2012, a study was released that examined the role of Polish immigrants in the workforce. It 
concluded that on average, Polish workers were receiving lower wages than the national 
average (Wojtyńska, 2012). Many Polish immigrants participate in blue-collared jobs, which 
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correlates with lower income and therefore with leisure travel rates. There may be a cultural 
component as well, in which Polish migrants come to Iceland primarily to work and plan to 
return to their home country shortly after (Wojtyńska, 2012). There are many variables that 
may come into play here, such as education, income, or cultural barriers to leisure travel that 
coincide with Polish participants. 
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Figure 24 Participation and average emissions by language code for 
international leisure travel. 

Figure 25 Participation and average emissions by language code for 
domestic leisure travel. 
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Participants were also asked how many languages they speak. The number of people that only 
speak one language is small (N=38) but the results are still quite interesting. Those that speak 
only one language have lower international emissions but the highest average domestic 
emissions. Participation rates amongst the three groups were quite similar, with a slightly 
smaller share of one-language speakers participating in international travel. 
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Figure 26 Participation and average emissions by language skill for international 
leisure travel. 

Figure 27 Participation and average emissions by language skill for domestic 
leisure travel. 
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Using the language code, it is clear that Polish speakers use buses for regional transport at a 
higher rate than any other group. They also reported zero collective emissions by boat, 
implying that those who participated in this survey have not visited the small islands that 
maintain a high tourist attraction in Iceland (e.g. the Westman Islands). On the other hand, 
Icelandic and English speakers both have a small level of emissions from boat transport, and 
Icelandic speakers take the lead in regard to aircraft emissions. 

 

 

Figure 28 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation to language code. 

 

When examining language skill, it can be seen that those who speak only one language use 
buses for regional transport at a higher rate than other participants. Other transport modes 
varied only slightly between the groups. Since the majority of Icelanders speak at least both 
Icelandic and English, particularly in the survey’s age group, this may imply a lower income 
class or immigrant status, meaning that the participants may not own their own private vehicle.  
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EDUCATION 
Higher education levels did suggest a correlation, albeit not a strong one, with leisure travel. 
Those with graduate and postgraduate education had higher average international emissions, 
although the difference was small. The same is true of domestic travel. Participation rates 
varied just slightly between the groups. This is interesting, as other studies have indicated 
education as the strongest sociodemographic influence on leisure travel, aside from income 
(Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018; Reichert et. al., 2016). 
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Figure 29 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation 
to language skill. 

Figure 30 Participation and average emissions by education level, for 
international leisure travel. 
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Comparing education levels to transport mode led to similar results. Most travel modes had 
similar results between each education grouping; however, those with basic, vocational, or 
secondary levels had higher emissions from buses than those who have completed higher 
education levels. This suggests similar implications as the results from language skill, 
implying those of lower education levels hold a lower economic status and therefore travel 
more by bus than private vehicle. 
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Figure 31 Participation and average emissions by education level, for 
domestic leisure travel. 

Figure 32 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation 
to education level. 
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WORKLOAD 
Workload, or the number of hours worked per week, indicated only a slight significance. 
Those that had the smallest workload - less than 35 hours per week - had much less average 
emissions for international travel, while all other levels were quite similar. Considering these 
results are consistent with the income groupings, it is likely that those who work less are 
simply in a lower income class than the others. 
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Figure 33 Participation and average emissions by workload, for 
international leisure travel. 

Figure 34 Participation and average emissions by workload, for domestic 
leisure travel. 
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HOUSEHOLD TYPE 
In regard to household type, the data suggests that couples who live together without children 
have the highest average emissions in both international and domestic leisure travel. All other 
household types, whether a house with children or single people, had similar average 
emissions. Couples also had higher participation rates in both groups, with approximately 80% 
of these households having some level of emissions in both sets of data. Single people, which 
includes those who live with their parents, in a shared apartment, or on their own, have the 
lowest participation rates. Households with children travel slightly more regionally than 
internationally. These results are consistent with the findings of the recent article by 
Czepkiewicz and others, which similarly demonstrated that households without children, 
especially those with couples, had the highest level of long-distance leisure travel emissions 
(2018). 
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Figure 35 Participation and average emissions by household type for 
international leisure travel. 
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Households with children used private vehicles to travel domestically for nearly 90% of their 
total emissions. Couples had similarly low figures in regard to bus and boat travel, but higher 
plane emissions. Single people had the highest levels of emissions from bus travel. This makes 
sense, considering that with two people or with children, it is much more convenient and cost-
efficient to use other modes of transport. 
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Figure 36 Participation and average emissions by household type for 
domestic leisure travel. 

Figure 37 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation 
to household type. 
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CAR OWNERSHIP 
Participation in both domestic and international travel did not seem especially influenced by 
car ownership. Oddly enough, average emissions for domestic travel are actually higher 
amongst individuals with no private vehicles. In international travel, those who own more 
vehicles also have a lower level of average emissions. These figures may be explained by 
other factors. Individuals who do not own vehicles may be immigrants, meaning they may 
travel more internationally, and may participate in more domestic travel to tourist attractions, 
as the natural landscape is a major attraction in Iceland. 
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Figure 38 Participation and average emissions by car ownership for 
international leisure travel. 

Figure 39 Participation and average emissions by car ownership for 
domestic leisure travel. 
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As expected, car ownership suggests a strong correlation with the mode of travel used for 
domestic trips. Those who own no cars account for far more emissions from bus and plane 
travel, although over 60% of their total emissions still come from private vehicle use. As car 
ownership increases, car emissions increase and bus and plane travel decrease. More 
surprisingly, participants who own more than 3 vehicles have zero domestic emissions from 
plane travel. They still, however, contain a share of emissions from bus and boat travel. 

  

 

4.2.2 Zones 

The same analysis was performed for participants living in different urban zones. Those in 
zone 1, the closest to the city center, had higher average emissions for both international and 
domestic travel. The difference was larger in regard to international trips. In the same vein, 
those in zone 1 had higher participation rates for international trips, but every zone had quite 
similar participation in domestic emissions. 
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Figure 40 Breakdown of domestic emissions by transport type in relation 
to car ownership. 
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Figure 41 Participation and average emissions by zone international leisure travel. 

 

Figure 42 Participation and average emissions by zone domestic leisure travel. 

4.2.3 Correlation with Environmental Attitude 

A simple bivariate correlation was performed between the emissions of both international and 
domestic leisure travel and various pro-environmental attitudes. One group, labelled PEA, 
included the sums of 5 questions relating to environmental attitude: concern about 
environmental issues; desire to live ecologically; and thinking about the environmental 
impacts when going on holiday, shopping, and using services. The second group is the sums of 
3 questions regarding global climate change: believing its existence, that it is due to human 
activity, and that it will bring negative consequences. 
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Each group, as shown below, showed very minimal correlation. In regard to international 
leisure travel, the correlation was very small and insignificant. For domestic travel, the 
numbers were a bit higher, and indicated statistical significance. This suggests that participants 
with a higher demonstration of environmental concern actually have higher domestic 
emissions. 

These results indicate that although individuals demonstrate a high level of environmental 
concern or practice environmental behaviors, this does not translate in regard to leisure travel. 
This is consistent with some of the existing literature. A study in the UK indicated that 
although participants may have had correlation between pro-environmental attitudes, concern 
about climate change, or other pro-environmental behaviors, this did not carry forward into 
decreased flying (Alcock et. al., 2017). It is interesting to observe that although other pro-
environmental behaviors do correlate with pro-environmental attitudes amongst Reykjavik 
participants, this does not seem to hold true in regard to leisure long-distance travel. 

 

Table 5 Correlation between emissions and pro-environmental attitude. 

 PEA Group Climate Change Group 

Sum Domestic Emissions .087* .122** 

Sum International Emissions 0.043 0.031 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.   

 

4.2.4 Regression Analysis 

Three types of regression models were used in analyzing the data: a binary model for 
measuring the impact of variables on the participation in leisure travel; a linear regression 
using transformed emissions of each participant for normal distribution; and a linear 
regression with the original (non-logarithm) emissions. The results of these regression models 
are displayed in the tables below - first for domestic and then for international leisure travel. 

The first model examines the impact of the predicting variables on participation in leisure 
travel, using a binomial approach (Tables 6 and 7). First, only the sociodemographic variables 
were used; then, the PEA group was included; and third, the distance from the city center was 
added. In the international model, income and distance from the city center were the only 
significant variables in predicting participation. Household type showed interesting results. 
Couples are more likely to participate in leisure travel, while families with children are far less 
likely to participate. All of these results align with the existing literature. Studies using similar 
methods have also found that higher income is a significant indicator of increased travel, that 
families with children travel less long-distance than couples without children, and that 
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individuals in dense urban environments tend to have higher participation rates in long-
distance leisure travel (Czepkiewicz et. al., 2018; Reichert et. al., 2016). The further from the 
city center, the less likely the participant is to participate in long-distance travel. Although the 
figures are small, there is a negative correlation between the two when the other variables are 
controlled for, and geographic location was found to be a significant indicator. Pro-
environmental attitudes, on the other hand, indicate nearly no effect in this model. This aligns 
with existing studies which suggest an attitude-behavior gap when it comes to long-distance 
travel (Davison et. al., 2014; Kroesen, 2012). While there is no negative correlation, there is 
also no significant indication that environmental attitudes are a predictor for participation in 
long-distance travel. 

The next two models measured the impact of the predicting variables on the emissions 
resulting from long-distance leisure travel among those who participate (Tables 8-11). This led 
to similar results, as a bigger distance from the city center predicts lower long-distance 
emissions, but to a miniscule degree. All the other variables had nearly no impact on the 
outcome variable. For domestic travel, income was still a significant predictor, with the two 
highest income groups having higher rates of participation. Families with children were also 
more likely to travel domestically when compared with single people or couples. Women 
similarly had higher rates of participation, although not to a significant degree. In this case, 
neither PEA nor distance from the city center indicated an influence on the outcome variable. 

These results stray a bit from the existing literature and the previous findings, which suggests 
a potential problem in the model itself. Although the figures are oriented in the same direction, 
the numbers are quite small, including the R2 value. The participation models, on the other 
hand, seem quite strong, with clear results that confirm both the earlier conclusions as well as 
similar studies in the field (Reichert et. al., 2016; Alcock et. al., 2017; Czepkiewicz et. al., 
2018). It is hard to say if these models indicate an error in the variables used or a difference in 
the factors themselves for Reykjavik residents, as this is the first such study in Iceland. Further 
research will need to be performed to clarify this.  
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Table 6 Binary regression for participation in domestic leisure travel. 

  Participation in domestic emissions 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female .212 .185 1.236 .913*** .271 2.492 .899*** .271 2.458 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples .662** .263 1.939 .705 .400 2.024 .705 .400 2.023 

Family with children .784*** .218 2.190 .517 .312 1.677 .472 .318 1.603 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

Undergraduate .228 .228 1.257 .129 .341 1.137 .134 .341 1.144 

Grad/Postgrad .056 .223 1.058 -.347 .317 .707 -.319 .318 .727 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK .590 .343 1.803 .627 .490 1.873 .663 .493 1.940 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK .341 .301 1.407 .088 .406 1.092 .099 .407 1.104 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK .814* .288 2.256 .739 .403 2.094 .749 .404 2.114 

 More than 900,000 ISK .557** .262 1.746 1.149* .403 3.155 1.141* .403 3.130 

PEA Sums - - -  .068*    .032 1.070 .070* .033 1.073 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - .027 .033 1.028 

Constant .046 .232 1.047 -.411 .583 .663 -.602 .626 .548 

Hosmer and Lemeshow  
Chi-square (sig.) 

12.093 
(.147) 

  4.047 
(.853) 

  8.681 
(.370) 

  

R2 (Nagelkerke) .075   .12   .123   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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Table 7 Binary regression for international participation. 

  Participation in international emissions 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female .095 .169 1.099 .390 .214 1.477 .427* .216 1.533 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples .445 .249 1.560 .354 .340 1.425 .359 .341 1.431 

 Family with children .191 .202 1.210 -.248 .262 .781 -.145 .266 .865 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate .195 .206 1.216 .328 .259 1.388 .325 .261 1.384 

 Grad/Postgrad .128 .203 1.137 .332 .259 1.394 .271 .261 1.311 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK .654* .307 1.924 .302 .369 1.353 .244 .371 1.276 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK 1.160*** .293 3.189 1.068* .370 2.911 1.037* .371 2.820 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK 1.109*** .257 3.033 .980** .322 2.666 .979** .324 2.663 

 More than 900,000 ISK 1.075*** .242 2.930 1.271*** .316 3.566 1.287*** .319 3.623 

PEA Sums - - - .008 .026 1.008  .001 .026 1.001 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -.060* .025 .942 

Constant -.395 223 .674 .060 .479 1.062 .509 .517 1.663 

Hosmer and Lemeshow  
Chi-square (sig.) 

5.159 
(.740) 

  8.541 
(.382) 

  23.751 
(.003) 

  

R2 (Nagelkerke) .079   .09   .104   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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Table 8 Linear regression with transformed amount of emissions from domestic travel. 

  Emissions from domestic leisure travel [in log (kg)] 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE β B SE β B SE β 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female .063 .044 .062 .065 .044 .064 .068 .044 .068 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples .084 .065 .070 .096 .065 .082 .097 .065 .082 

Family with children .000 .055 .000 .006 .056 .007 .022 .057 .023 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate -.014     .053 -.014 -.027  .054 -.026 -.026 .054 -.025 

 Grad/Postgrad .021 .052 .020 -.002   .054 -.002 -.010 .054 -.010 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK -.001 .088 .000 .035 .090 .020 .026 .090 .015 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK .044 .079 .029 .065 .081 .044 .058  .081 .040 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK -.020  .070 -.017 .018 .073 .016 .014  .073 .012 

 More than 900,000 ISK .082 .067 .080 .100 .070 .100  .098 .070 .098 

PEA Sums - - -  .011*  .005 .090  .009*    .005  .077 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -.009        .005  -.078 

Constant 2.239*** .066  2.057*** .108  2.133*** .116  

F 1.225   1.554   1.700   

R2 .019   .028   .033   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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Table 9 Linear regression with transformed amount of emissions from international travel. 

  Emissions from international leisure travel [in log (kg)] 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE β B SE β B SE β 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female -.040 .031 -.057 -.044 .032  -.064  -.042 .032 -.062 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples  .001 047 .001 .019    .046   .023 .019 .047 .043 

Family with children -.080*    .040 -.116  -.066 .040 -.097  -.060  .041 -.090 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate .024  .039  .033 .031 .039 .043  .031 .039 .043 

 Grad/Postgrad  .062 .038 .087  .068 .039 .098 .066 .039 .096 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK  -.001 .068 -.001 .026 .069 .021 .022 .069 .017 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK .021  .059 .021 -.009 .059 -.010  -.011 .059  -.012 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK .071  .054 .090 .071 .054 .091 .068 .054 .087 

 More than 900,000 ISK .086 .052 .124 .085 .052 .125 .084 .052 .123 

PEA Sums - - - .003    .004 .033 .002 .004 .027 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - -  -.003   .004 -.035 

Constant 3.443*** .051  3.390*** .077  3.413*** .083  

F 1.838   1.897   1.773   

R2 .031   .037   .038   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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Table 10 Linear regression for domestic emissions (kg). 

  Emissions from domestic leisure travel [in kg] 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE β B SE β B SE β 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female 17.264     35.710 .021 9.46 37.395 .011 11.955  37.418 .014 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples 50.372           52.956  .051 52.837 55.075 .054 53.282          55.039 .054  

Family with children -40.114 44.953 -.049  -46.055    47.126 -.056 -36.135 47.694 -.044 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate 3.706          43.273 .004 -3.040          45.181 -.003  -2.325            45.154 -.003 

 Grad/Postgrad -9.906  42.618 -.012  -21.752  45.010  -.025 -26.905 45.150 -.031 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK 68.706           71.540  .048  84.681     75.852 .058  79.134       75.919   .054 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK 43.405 64.657 .036  54.532  68.406 .044 50.576  68.426  .041 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK -2.430 57.397 -.003 23.371 61.347  .024 20.781 61.337 .022 

 More than 900,000 ISK 80.629  54.938 .097 96.440 58.854  .115 94.996  58.825 .114 

PEA Sums - - - 8.233  4.386 .082  7.282  4.442 .072 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -5.668  4.308 -.058 

Constant 322.279  54.065  189.479   90.529  236.921  97.389  

F 1.105   1.323   1.362   

R2 .017   .024   .027   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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Table 11 Linear regression for international emissions (kg). 

  Emissions from international leisure travel [in kg] 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE β B SE β B SE β 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female -128.098    379.194 -.015 -336.484  313.770 -.050 -308.510   313.608 -.045 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples 309.780     563.278  .032 421.018  461.216 .054 435.476   460.418   .055 

Family with children -435.581   482.441   -.053 -572.409    397.400  -.086 -453.673  402.782 -.068 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate  -72.442        465.464  -.008 239.803 386.041 .034 248.648  385.342 .035 

 Grad/Postgrad 479.360        458.506  .056 738.045 383.292 .107 703.075 383.119 .102 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK  437.245        817.348 .029 602.257  681.920 .048 510.615  682.767 .041 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK 331.688        707.869 .029 -484.739  582.444 -.051 -523.454     581.785  -.055 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK  -10.357        657.172 -.001 18.983  538.724 .002  -40.170   538.831     -.005  

 More than 900,000 ISK 81.741  632.516  .010  84.418 518.842 .012  58.367   518.083  .009 

PEA Sums - - - 30.949  36.904 .038  19.758  37.421 .024 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -63.264    37.324 -.079 

Constant 3911.590 616.092  3419.942   760.396  3941.231  818.894  

F .635   1.732   1.842   

R2 .011   .034   .040   

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  

4.3 Consumption of Goods & Services 

As explained in a previous section, consumption was analyzed using two groups, one 
concerning waste and the other clothing. Two forms of analysis were used to examine the 
relationships between these behaviors in comparison to sociodemographic variables, pro-
environmental attitudes, and other behaviors. First, a correlation matrix is presented. This is 
followed by a regression analysis, where a linear regression is used to predict behaviors related 
to waste and a binary regression for clothing. 
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4.3.1 Correlation 

A correlation matrix is presented below, analyzing the two PEB groups with other pro-
environmental behaviors, pro-environmental attitudes, and urban zones. Every relationship 
was found to be statistically significant, and the figures were quite high, although with a broad 
range. 

The results confirm the study’s hypothesis. Participants with a strong pro-environmental 
attitude exhibit pro-environmental behaviors, in this case related to waste and clothing. They 
are also more likely to respond with other positive environmental behaviors, such as diet. At 
the same time, the urban zone was correlated negatively with the answers to these waste and 
clothing groups. This indicates that participants living further from the city center have weaker 
environmental behaviors, while those closer to the city center demonstrate higher PEB, such as 
a likelihood to reduce waste or buy environmentally-produced clothing. 

Table 12 Correlation of waste and clothing variables with environmental attitudes, behaviors, 
and zones. 

 Waste Clothing Diet PEA CC Zone 

Waste 1 .453** .229** .527** .220** -.107** 

Clothing .453** 1 .386** .507** .120** -.227** 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001. 

4.3.2 Regression Analysis 

Responses to the waste group (sums of 4 waste-related questions) resulted in nearly normal 
distribution. Therefore, a linear regression could be used. In this instance, only a few variables 
were found to be significantly correlated with waste. Being female, having a higher education 
and pro-environmental attitudes indicate a stronger likelihood to practice environmentally-
friendly behaviors such as composting organic waste, recycling, avoiding excess packaging or 
avoiding waste in general. All the rest were only minimally related to a positive or negative 
degree, and all to a small and insignificant amount. 

This validates the existing literature, which similarly states that attitude is strongly linked to 
recycling behavior (Biswas et. al., 2000; Best and Kneip, 2010). Although PEA was found to 
be significantly linked to waste behavior, the overall impact is quite low. Gender was found to 
be significant in the first model, before pro-environmental attitudes were added to the 
equation. At that point, gender had nearly no impact on waste behavior, and was not found to 
be statistically significant with the p-value at over .9. This suggests that gender plays a role in 
behavioral patterns only in relation to attitudes. Women may have a higher pro-environmental 
attitude overall, but not specifically to waste-related behavior. 

There is limited existing research on the impact of sociodemographic variables on pro-
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environmental waste behavior. In this model, it is clear that higher education has a significant 
role in practicing pro-environmental behaviors such as recycling or avoiding waste. This could 
be due to an increased knowledge of environmental issues that yields higher pro-
environmental behavior. 

Table 13 Linear regression for waste-related behavior. 

  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE β B SE β B SE β 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female .501* .250 .080 -.001 .221 .000 .018 .221 .003 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples -.071 .377 -.009 -.119 .328 -.016 -.119 .328 -.016 

Family with children -.005 .319 -.001 .095 .280 .016 .152 .283 .025 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

Undergraduate .516 .307 .078 .309 .269 .047 .308 .269 .047 

Grad/Postgrad 1.405*** .304 .220 1.040*** .269 .164 1.017*** .269 .160 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK -1.020* .501 -.094 -.478 .446 -.044 -.501 .446 -.046 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK -.352 .450 -.039 -.339 .396 -.038 -.355 .396 -.040 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK -.367 .404 -.052 -.411 .357 -.058 -.415 .357 -.059 

 More than 900,000 ISK -.671 .390 -.106 -.312 .346 -.050 -.313 .346 -.050 

PEA Sums - - - .372*** .026 .507 .367*** .026 .500 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -.032 .026 -.045 

Constant 8.113*** .367 - 2.434*** .506 - 2.678*** .541 - 

R2  .051 - - .297 - - .299 - - 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  

 

Due to the high number of “0” values in responses to clothing-related questions, a linear 
regression model could not be used. For this reason, a binary regression is presented below, 
representing those who do not have ethical or environmental considerations when purchasing 
clothing, and those who have some level of pro-environmental behavior. A number of 
variables were found to be useful predictors of clothes-related behavior. 

The results indicate that women are far more likely to take these considerations into account 
when clothes shopping. Unlike the waste model above, this significance remained even after 
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PEA was added to the equation. This indicates that there is another level of influence from 
gender in regard to clothing – perhaps that women are more conscious of material purchasing. 

Single people are also more likely to take ethical considerations when purchasing clothing, 
while having children is a significant indicator of minimal environmental considerations. Pro-
environmental attitudes and distance from the city center similarly had significant results, 
meaning that stronger attitude and living closer to the downtown area both lead to pro-
environmental behavior regarding clothing. Similar to the waste model, PEA had a low impact 
but was significant on a .001 level. These results align with some of the existing literature, 
while other studies have found that environmental concern does not lead to environmental 
consumption of clothing (Nelson, 1989; Kim and Damhorst, 1998). Again, the existing studies 
here are minimal and often outdated. It appears from these results, however, that individuals 
within the urban center are slightly more likely to have ethical concerns in regard to clothes 
purchasing. 

Table 14 Binary Regression for clothing-related consumption behavior. 
  Sociodemographic variables Adding environmental attitudes Adding distance from center 

  B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) B SE Exp(B) 

Gender Male - - - - - - - - - 

 Female 1.110*** .186 3.036 1.052*** .208 2.862 1.147*** .219 3.148 

Household 
Type 

Single people - - - - - - - - - 

Couples -.422 .291 .656 -.439 .324 .645 -.526 .340 .591 

Family with children -.536* .247 .585 -.653* .269 .521 -.598* .288 .550 

Education Basic, vocational, 
secondary 

- - - - - - - - - 

 Undergraduate -.126 .230 .882 -.388 .256 .678 -.446 .271 .640 

 Grad/Postgrad .213 .228 1.238 -.099 .256 .906 -.204 .271 .640 

Income Up to 300,000 ISK - - - - - - - - - 

 300,000 - 450,000 ISK -.127 .369 .881 .188 .410 1.207 -.101 .442 .904 

 450,000 - 600,000 ISK .562 .357 1.754 .870* .388 2.387 .760 .425 2.138 

 600,000 - 900,000 ISK .380 .311 1.462 .745* .343 2.107 .524 .372 1.689 

 More than 900,000 ISK -.173 .289 .841 .266 .319 1.305 .084 .350 1.087 

PEA Sums - - - .238*** .028 1.268 .240*** .030 1.271 

Distance (km) from city center - - - - - - -.062** .025 .940 

Constant .517 .272 1.677 -3.184*** .523 .041 -2.634*** .600 .072 

Hosmer and Lemeshow 
Chi-square (sig.) 

7.115 
(.524) 

- - 12.897 
(.115) 

- - 6.189 
(.626) 

- - 

R2 (Nagelkerke) .113 - - .284 - - .311 - - 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations  
This study aimed to explore the question: To what extent are environmentally significant 
behaviors predicted by individuals’ pro-environmental attitudes and geographic location? 
Using data from 780 residents of the capital region of Iceland, this question specifically looked 
at three themes related to individuals’ environmental impact: first, the dietary behaviors 
relating to meat consumption; second, leisure travel emissions on both the domestic and 
international level; and third, consumption behavior in regard to waste and clothing. 
Conclusions were drawn using descriptive statistics, correlation matrices, and regression 
models. 

Overall, the findings from this data analysis fit the hypothesis and the current academic 
understanding. The results suggest that individuals with stronger environmental attitude are 
more likely to practice environmental behaviors such as reduced meat consumption or ethical 
purchase of clothing. Pro-environmental attitude is a good predictor of pro-environmental 
behavior in these facets, as are other behavioral patterns. For example, those who choose a 
reduced-meat diet may also choose to purchase local or organic food, and to practice pro-
environmental behaviors such as recycling or reducing waste. However, environmental 
attitude does not appear to have an influence when it comes to participation or emissions from 
long-distance leisure travel. Although certain sociodemographic variables – particularly a 
higher income – are correlated with increased leisure travel, the results here suggest that a pro-
environmental attitude is not a useful predictor.   

Furthermore, it was found that individuals within the urban center have higher pro-
environmental attitudes and certain behaviors. Those with reduced-meat dietary habits, 
particularly vegetarians and vegans, are clustered within the downtown area, with far less 
vegetarians in the suburban regions. This relationship, although weaker, was found in regard 
to clothing and waste behaviors as well. Distance from the city center was a significant 
predictor for behavioral patterns, indicating that those in the center have higher pro-
environmental behavior when it comes to waste and clothing. This attitude-behavior 
consistency falls away in regard to travel emissions. Studies have indicated that individuals 
within a dense urban setting have lower daily emissions, but compensate for this with higher 
leisure travel. This is evident in the Reykjavik data as well. Individuals in zone 1 have the 
lowest local travel emissions, but the highest in international travel. Those in zone 1 have the 
highest average emissions in both domestic and international leisure travel.  

There are certainly limitations to this study in its current form, with room for growth in future 
developments in this field. This particular interpretation of the data relied heavily on 
descriptive statistics, which are useful in depicting the data to notice patterns but are only a 
first step in examining the data. Further analysis could be complete to dig deeper into the 
relationships that have arisen here. Further, the regression analysis presented here can be 
improved upon in later models. The results indicated that there may be more useful variables 
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to include that would strengthen the model. Future research could expand on the materials 
presented here, and use them as a pillar in the growing literature surrounding the role of 
sociodemographic variables, pro-environmental attitudes, and geographic location within the 
urban setting. 

As global populations condense in urban centers, it is critical to develop urban planning 
systems that align with and support the understandings explored in this study. Although a 
dense environment appears to reduce emissions due to condensed living situations and shared 
resources, recent findings suggest that increased leisure travel even out the scales. Further 
research can focus on the reasons for this increased travel and the ways to mitigate it through 
urban planning initiatives. While this survey provided answers on environmental behaviors, it 
lacked the individuals’ reasoning. Further research could also explore the individual 
rationalization of behaviors such as omnivorous diets, consumption of goods, and high levels 
of travel. Delving into these subjects can further understanding of behavior patterns and 
provide a useful approach to potential solutions. 
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